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Great cannon balls of fire

Thomas awaits verdict
as backers scramble
to preserve support

INSIDE:
Murray State University defines its share in
community endeavors
in honor of National
Higher Education
Week. Pages 4, 16

By WILLIAM M. WELCH
Associatiad Press Writs,'

SPORTS:
Murray High's Lady
Tigers reached Thursday's championship
game in the girls' high
school soccer tournament. Pages 10

TUESDAY
October 15
WORLD
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia —
The central republic of BosniaHercegovina declared itself
sovereign today afeer acrimonious debate, laying the groundwork for possible secession
from the troubled Yugoslav federation. Page 2

STATE
LOUISVILLE — U.S. Sen.
Wendell Ford said Monday he
had not decided whether he will
vote to confirm Clarence Thomas to the nation's highest
court. Page 9

SPORTS
ATLANTA — The Atlanta
Braves had their chances. The
Pittsburgh Pirates like theirs.
Page 10

BUSINESS
WASHINGTON — Business
inventories dipped 0.1 percent
in August despite virtually flat
sales, the government reported
today.

FORECAST
Clearing and colder. Low 35 to
40. Light wind. Wednesday:
Sunny with the high around 60.

POLLEN/MOLD
1-800-756-4A IR
Allergy-Asthma Clinic
of West Kentucky
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355.2, 0.0; below 302.1, +0.1
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a.m.-5 p.m. Monday through
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Nlike Wilson (left), an employee with the Murray Electric System, and David Bowker, a member of the
Sons of Confederate Veterans. replaced two cannon balls on the Gen. Robert E. Lee statue on the court
square. One cannon ball was donated by Calloway County Judge-Executive George H. Weaks and the
other by Murray Mayor Bill Cherry.
Staff photo by Cyrus Math
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Networks plan
live coverage
of Senate vote

WASHINGTON — A confident
White House predicted Supreme
Court nominee Clarence Thomas
would win tonight's Senate vote to
NEW YORK (AP) — The
close out the messiest and most
three major TV networics
intense confirmation debate in
planned live coverage of thc:
memory. President Bush was v.rr kSenate vote tonight on Su7-erne
ing the phones to forestall lastCourt nominee Clarenci:.
minute Democratic defections.
Thomas.
"The White House has a lot of
The Senate •Aas scheduled
clout ... and they will probably
9:30 a m.
win," was the reluctant assessment
and vote at • 5 p.m. Cpl..
of Democratic Sen. Patrick Leahy
NBC said its live coverage
of Vermont, a vocal Thomas oppowould begin at 9 a.m. CDT and
nent in a brief interview with The
continue after a midday break.
Associated Press.
CBS ad ABC said they would
The weekend's acrimonious
broadcast portions of the debate
hearings were over but the debate
live if warranted. All three netwaged on as the climactic Senate
works said they would cover the
vote drew near, not only over sexvote live.
ual harassment allegations against
NN
Thomas-but also over the- Senate---Court TV network also planned
handling of the nomination.
liye coverage.
An AP survey indicated Thomas
PBS' plans were not immediwould have a majority of at least
ately known. PBS aired all four
52 votes if Democrats stick with
days of the Senate hearings on
pledges of support made before
Anita Hill's allegations thai
Ms. Hill's allegations surfaced.
Thomas sexually harassed her.
One such Democrat, Sen. Richard
Shelby of Alabama, gave the White
House roaspn for. -oPtimisn't •
"I have been troubled by the
ng te!ev:sed to the
allegations" Shelby. D-Ala., said
p.ominaron
as: ,Aas 'Ik.. -orc • ne
today on NBC. "But ultimately
Senate. A.here floor denate Aas
you have to make a decision and I
precer.v. the schedtl'et 6
made a decision this morning to
EDT r;- 1cad
support Judge Thomas, to give him
"i1e's feeing
the benefit of the doubt."
ch,:e: Senate ba,ke7
Bush, leading the lobbying for
Renuhliean Sen. Jorn
his nominee, said public support sa%1
*.he n(km171cc.
for Thomas was "holding strong."
It appeared much of Thomas' crucial support among Sbuthern
ii
Democrats was holding. too. leadsaid
ing to the predictions Thomas JOS:f.
,::
,
•:H.,:77.',J.r. ;.!
would win confirmation by a narThoi•:
L
row margin.
Amen,.-JnN .r.,e4v,2d ThoT
Still, the White House said Bush
denial than
would contact a half-dozen or so aVieg..ations ot
se \
7_17'
wavering senators.
in the ot::,:e
men: in
t.le:a,..te
"We think we have the votes to
"1-1er stor,
T.\ o-,717.[on
win," said White House spokes- not :rejible.— salti liep•.:H•can Sen.
man Marlin Fitzwater. an assess- Orrin Hatch of Ltan.
Thonta,
ment shared not only by Thomas' supporter or the Senate
Republican backers but also by Committee
CBS toda‘.
Democrats on both sides of the
"1 think :knit.:
%1/4 as
fight.
After a weekend of heated. (Cont'd on page 2)

Parks Board again rejects idea of master plan
By CYRUS AFZALI
Murray Ledger & Times Stall Writer

The Murray-Calloway County
Parks Board rejected the possibility
of having a professional firm develop a master plan at its monthly
meeting Monday night.
Board members have met with
the architectural firm of Barge,
Wagner, Sumner and Cannon in
Nashville to question its engineers
on developing a plan. The firm told
the board they could create a plan
based on the board's desires and
would meet with the board at least

three times for S5:500 which would
have included maps, designs and
cost analysis for both the new and
old parks. The firm's plans were to
include parking, park access, landscaping and facility improvement.
The board also rejected the proposal for a professionally developed
master plan at its August meeting,
but failed to take any other action
on plans.
Both board chairman Dr. Rob
Williams and parks director Gary
Hohman said the development of a
master plan is essential to the park
system.

/1
Baker arrives in Syria hoping /
to confirm participation in talks
DAMASCUS (AP) 7— Even
Palestinians in Jordan Plotted their
next moves, Secretary of State
James A. Baker III flew here today
to confirm Syria's participation in
a Mideast peace conference.
The Palestinians, among them
top PLO officials, arc deciding
whether to go to the negotiations
with Israel.
Baker may get their answer later
in the week in Jerusalem.
In the meantime, he flew here to
talk to talk to President HafLy
Assad. One of the items /was Syria's reluctance to attend a phase of
the negotiations dealing with the
weapons build-up in the region and
scare water resources.
Baker is steering clear of the
PLO, 4,hose role in setting upan
October peace conference became
more clear when PLO officials
flew from their headquarters. in
Tunis to Amman on Sunday to take
up with Jordan the makeup of a
Jordanian-Palestinian delegation.
Baker got 'a report today from

Prime Minister Tanir livlasre and,
by telephone, from Fisial Husseini,
the spokesman for Palestinians who
have been dealing with Baker all
along.
"They are working on the names
and on letters of assurance." a U.S.
official said, referring to the Pales-•
tinians who might he at the peace
conference and the terms for it.
Assad has given his tentative
approval for peace talks with
Israel. But last month he told Baker
he was reluctant to participate in
the phase that deals with related
regional issues.
Since then, King Eahd 4 Saudi
Arabia, Egyptian Presider* Hosni
N1ubarak andt- King Hussein of Jordan all have reaffirmed their
nations' attendance.
Baker is hoping that will help
him persuade Assad to go along.
"Is the secretary going to reengage on the subject?" a U.S.
official asked rhetorically on the
flight Irom Amman. "Absolutely."
•

/
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"An insurance surveyor has shelter would cost S6,095. A local I
looked, at park equipment .and lumber company said it would
(said) Ii substanfial liability has to probably cost S2,000 to put deckbe dealt with. We know there's ing and roofing in place if we
something to do and we're not poured the gad and set the posts."
doing anything. Let's go forward," Hotunan said.
Williams said.
Instead of a professional plan.
"If we're ever going to go for- the bollard approved a motion for
ward and get consideration for fur- the planning committee of ,fte
lure grants, their number one con- parks board to develop a master
sideration is how that fits into a plan on its own and report it to the
master plan," Hotunan said.
full board at their next meeting and
The board has said its number to finalize picnic shelter and mainone priority is to build a picnic tenance building construction
shelter and maintenance building. plans.
"Materials for a 45 by 45 (foot) .The Fall Festival in the Park will

be held ()L-.. 2r1
p
'

1
-he park hoar,:
donations since !as: 1701:h's
!ng.
rnatcra', !or
7:71.
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New officers

New officers elected for the 1991-92 year by the Murray IndepekAtnt Schools Foundation for IctlItnu
are (from left) Sue Overbey, treasurer: Dr. Robert Hughes, vice chairperson: Ruth Pickens. chatrperson;
Dr. Paul Jones. secretary: and Doralyn I.anier, resources dovlopment officer.
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Need Line serves 104 households in September
Euple Ward, executive director
of Murray-Calloway County Need
Line Church and Cooperative Ministry. Inc.. said 104 households
were served by Need Line during
the month of September.
This report was given at a meeting of the Need Line Board held
Monday at Pagliai's.
Ward said the office spent
SQ04.80 during September with

S670.I I of that used to help clients
with utilities.
Kathie Gentry'. case worker, outlined tentative plans for the annual
project of food baskets for Christmas. Carolyn Outland, assistant
director, was also present.
Items especially needed for these
baskets include cranberry sauce.
stuffing, yams, cake mix. frosting.
instant potatoes and fruit. An appc-

al will be made to various churches. Sunday School classes, clubs,
organizations and individuals to
plan donations for these items so
purchases will not be necessary.
For more details, persons may
call the Need Line office at
753-6333.
Helen Campbell was named as a
new member of the Need Line
Board.

News of the World

Need Line has become a member
of the United Way this year. Gerald Owen. treasurer, pointed out at
the meeting that because Need Line
has just become a United Way
member that the amount received
from United Way will be very
small this year and it is hoped that
businesses, clubs, churches and
other individuals will continue with
their regular donations during 1991

Thomas awaits verdict...
('on I'd from page 1

;Ile truth.- countered Leahy'. a
Judiciary. Committee member who
o7poses Thomas. Hatch criticized
Democrats for their conduct during
the weekend hearings, and Leahy
answered with an indictment of
Republican tactics. "It wasn't a
search for the truth." Leahy said.
"It was a search to try to smear
Anita Hill."
A simple majority was needed to
confirm and send the conservative
black judge to a lifetime seat on
the nation's highest court. Despite
the predictions of a Thomas — and
White House — victory. opponents
held out hopes their last-minute
lobbying would win enough defections to block the nomination.
Thomas would have 52 votes if
41 Republicans and 11 Democrats
stick with pledges of support made
before Ms. Hill's allegations surfaced. The Judiciary Committee
had voted to send the nomination
to the floor without recommendation after a motion of approval lost
on a 7-7 tie vote.
A ke) Southern Democrat, Sen.
Bennett-Johnston of Louisiana.
reaffirmed his support for Thomas.
saying three days of hearings into
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the allegations by the University of
Oklahoma law professor had not
changed his mind. Georgia Democratic Sen. Sam Nunn reserved the
right to change his mind, but said
Monday night, "At this stage I
continue to support Judge
Thomas."
But other senators expressed
anguished about their decision.
And there was still more evidence
to consider.
Another former aide to Thomas.
Sukari Hardnett, told The Associated Press that some black
women in his office at the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission felt they were objects of Thomas' "sexual interest" and phys-cal inspection.
Her private testimony. to Senate
investigators was distributed to all
100 senators. as was a transcript of
the entire three days of hearings
into Hill's 'allegations.
"If you were young. black.
female and reasonably attractive.
you knew full well you were being
inspected and auditioned as a
female." Hardnett said.
back - home in Norman:
Okla., received a rousing welcome
from supporters Monday and

lashed out at attacks on her by
Judiciary Committee Republicans.
ho had called her allegations lies
or fantasy.
"I have been deeply hurt and
offended by the nature of the
attacks on my character," Hill
said. "I had nothing to gain by
subjecting myself to the process. In
fact, I had more to gain by remaining silent. The personal attacks on
me without an iota of evidence'
were particularly reprehensible."
Vice President Dan Quayle
planned to be on hand as president
of the Senate to cast a tie-breaking
vote if necessary.
Two Republicans, Bob Packwood of Oregon and James Jeffords of Vermont, announced last
week they would oppose the
nomination.
Besides Lieberman, several other
Democratic senators who had supported or were leaning toward Thomas voiced their indecision.
"I was so disturbed over the
events this weekend that I'm literally, entirely in the undecided
category,- said Sen. Christopher
Dodd, D-Conn.
"I am generally undecided,"
said Sen. J. James Exon, D-Neb.,

who was the first to withdraw support when Hill's allegations burst
into public view 10 days ago.
"1 want to sleep on it." said
Sen. Charles Robb. D-Va.
"I'm as pained and perplexed as
the rest of America." Lieberman
said.
A Senate Democratic aide, also
speaking on condition of anonymity, identified four Democrats who
were most likely to withdraw their
support for Thomas: Exon. Wyche
Fowler of Georgia, Alan J. Dixon
of Illinois and Lieberman.
The White House strategy was to
hold Southern senators with large
black constituencies. In remarks
clearly aimed at them, Bush said:
"It's important to note that among
Afro-Americans, black Americans,
that the support is very, very
strong. That is significant and I
think highly important."
Senate Republicans and the
White House tried to argue that
Hill's testimony produced insufficient evidence and that Thomas
deserved the benefit of any doubts.
- The public outpouring on the
issue swamped Congress and tied
up senators' office telephones.

ing he would formally enter the
1992 race Oct. 21 at Philadelphia's
Independence Hall.
"There's an undercurrent of
resentment against the current state
of politics and democracy and people are literally crying out for a
voice to express what they are feeling," Brown said in an interview,
The 53-year-old former governor
waged short-lived campaigns for

the Democratic presidential nomination in 1976 and 1980. He left
politics for seven years after an
unsuccessful 1982 Senate run.
Brown said major themes of his
campaign would be reforming campaign finance laws, supporting
term limitations for Congress and
providing health insurance to all
Americans.
•

Scientists launch Arctic ozone study
LONDON (AP) — British scientists today announced an international study to survey the Earth's
protective ozone layer in the northem hemisphere, which they said is
showing signs of depletion similar
to that in the Antarctic.
Joe Farman, who helped detect
the 8-million-square-mile Antarctic
ozone hole in 1985, announced the
S23.8 million study at a Department of the Environment news
conference.
While ozone depletion in the
Antarctic has been extensively
studied. the situation in the Arctic

is less clear.
The new European study, a fivemonth experiment beginning in
mid-November, will involve nearly
300 scientists from 17 countries.
Ground-based measurements will
be taken in locations including
Greenland, Iceland, Norway, Sweden, Finland and the Soviet Union.
as well as the mid-latitude European countries.
Ozone in the upper atmosphere
is important to mankind because it
acts as a shield against the sun's
ultraviolet radiation.
Scientists believe the Earth's

You Are Invited To
Participate In The

'Murray Dickens Christmas"Parade
The Christmas season is approaching in Murray and on Saturday,
December 7th, the Rotary Club sponsors its "Annual Christmas
Parade." This year the Murray Retail Promotions Committee plans a
gala celebration before and after the parade which will insure a truly
fabulous "Murray Dickens Christmas" season.
Your school groups, church groups, band or music group is invited to be an
entry in the parade! This year, the Rotary Club is giving/over $700 in cash
prizes to any non-commercial entrantsjudged superior. Byjoining the parade,
your organization can have lots ofChristmas fun and maybe raise some money
at the same time. Entrants need not think an eleborate "float" is needed to
enter the 'parade. A truck or wagon decorated in the "Murray Dickens
Christmas theme just might be/enough to win!!
Parade co-chairmen this year are Jim Tate, owner of Murray Auto Auction,
and Don E. Jones.
As in the past years, entrants will line up at 9:30 a.m. Saturday on 10th
Street and proceed downtown. The parade will begin at 10:30 a.m. In case of
rain,listen to the radio to see ifthe parade is cancelled. Ifcancelled Saturday,
we will have the parade beginning at 2:00 p.m. on the following Sunday with
the line up at 1:00 P.M.
Mail Entries to: "Rotary Club", P.O. Box 411, Murray, KY. 42071
or call the Chamber of Commerce 753-5171
Name:
Phone Number
Group and entry description:

BELGRADE — The central republic of Bosnia-Hercegovina declared itself
sovereign today after acrimonious debate, laying the groundwork for possible secession from the troubled Yugoslav federation. Even if the republic —
which has an explosive mix of Muslims, Serbs and Croats — stays in Yugoslavia, the decision by its legislature in Sarajevo raised the possibility that
the civil war could spread to Bosnia. Serbian legislators walked out before
the vote, and the Yugoslav news agency Tanjug said the Serbian party leader charged Muslims and ethnic Croats were leading the state "into a hell in
which the Muslim people will perhaps vanish." Alija Izetbegovic, Bosnia's
president and Muslim leader, said Radovan Karadzic's comments showed
"why we don't want to remain in present-day Yugoslavia."

SPAIN

Brown to enter presidential race
WASHINGTON (AP) — Former
California Gov. Jerry Brown says
he will join the Democratic presidential field next week offering
himself as the candidate to "end
the stranglehold of special interests" on modern politics.
"I believe that this kind of campaign is the only way Democrats
have of possibly succeeding,"
Brown said Monday after announc-

YUGOSLAVIA

ozone belt is being eroded by
chlorine and other molecules that
result from industrial pollution.

MADRID — Libya and Iraq have pulled out, South Africa is coming, and
Croatia wants in. Political upheavals are testing the flexibility of plans for
Expo '92 six months before the international exposition is to open in Seville,
the fair's Commissioner General said Monday. "The Expo is a seismograph
that reflects political changes," Emilio Cassinello told reporters. "But it has
been resilient enough to withstand all the movements on the international
firmament." A total of 108 countries are expected to mount or share pavilions on the 530-acre Cartuja Island site, making Expo '92 the biggest
world's fair ever in terms of both size and participation, Cassinello said. The
fair runs from April 20 to Oct. 12, but flight reservations from the United
States for late July and early August — when the Expo coincides with the
Barcelona Summer Olympics — are already hard to come by, he said.
About 18 million people are expected to visit the exposition.

Southwest El
their own "A

PHILIPPINES
ANGELES CITY — Filipino workers at the volcano-damaged U.S. Clark Air
Base have been told they will be let go next month, a union leader said
today. Pepito Galang, president of the Filipino Civilian Employees Association said the U.S. Air Force's 3rd Mission Support Squadron gave termination notices to the base's remaining 1,200 workers on Oct. 5. The United
States is closing down Clark because it suffered severe damage in June's
eruptions of Mount Pinatubo, 10 miles west of the base. An agreement to
continue operating another U.S. base, the Subic Bay naval facility, for 10
more years in exchange for $203 million in aid was rejected last month by
the Philippine Senate. Subic is in nearby Zambales province.

CUBA
MEXICO CITY) — Cuban President Fidel Castro closed a congress that
made minor changes in his island's socialist system with an emotional cry to
defend communism even as it crumbles around the world. "There will be
socialism — at any price," Castro said in an emotional speech Monday night
to a roaring crowd of thousands packing a square in the eastern city of Santiago de Cuba. The speech was broadcast live. His voice sometimes near
breaking, Castro vowed that Cuban communists "will seek ways to save the
country, to save the revolution, to save socialism." The fourth Communist
Party congress that ended Monday made adjustments to a system struggling through the worst economic crisis of its 32-year history due to the loss
of aid and trade with formerly socialist friends. The close&door- congress
endorsed plans to tie pay to production, to encourage foreign investment
and promote hard-currency exports. It also approved private, one-person
private businesses such as barbers or bicycle repairmen, and moved to
broaden political participation by ordering direct elections for the National
Assembly and admitting religious believers to the party. But there was no
turning back from single-party socialism, despite the upheaval that has
toppled communism in eastern Europe.

SOLOMON ISLANDS
HONIARA — An earthquake measuring 7.3 on the Richter scale rocked the
Solomon Islands early Tuesday, jolting many residents of the capital city of
Honiara from their sleep. Authorities said no immediate reports surfaced of
damage or injury, but outer islands were being checked. A quake of magnitude 7 is capable of causing widespread and heavy damage.

Stacy and RI
discussed wit
west Elemeni
presentation
going on in

HAITI
PORT-AU-PRINCE — A bare plurality of the National Assembly ratified the
appointment of Jean-Jacques Honorat as prime minister Monday, the staterun Radio Nationale said. Thirty-three of the 46 deputies who were present
approved Honorat's appointment; 'no' votes weren't tabulated so it wasn't
clear how many of the other 13 deputies were opposed or abstaining. The
46 deputies were five more than the minimum necessary to form a quorum
in the 81 -seat Chamber of Deputies. The 35 absent deputies apparently
were protesting the formation of a gOvernment to replace President JeanBertrand Aristide, who was overthrown in a Sept. 30 coup. Honorat.
appointed by interim President Joseph Nerette last Friday, said his government would hold elections within three months and "will tolerate no infringement of constitutional legality or violation of inalienable human rights.''

Two-vehicle accident slightly
injures Indiana driver Monday

General Tire's
union contract
expires tonight
General Tire's contract with
Local 665 of the United Rubber
Workers Union expires at midnight tonight, according to a
published report.
Although the union membership has given its bargaining
committee the right to call a
strike if it wishes, a strike is not
widely seen as likely.
Talks continued Monday and
during the weekend as negotiators tried to work out details of
a pact to replace the three-year
agreement negotiated prior to
General's 1988 announcement
of a $150 million renovation at
the plant.
Officials for both the company and the union, which represents about 1,200 of the
plant's 1,600 workers, ahve
pledged to make no comment on
issues in the contract talks until
the contract is finished.
The union has a regular business meeting set for today and
the contract is expected to be a
major item of business.

A two-car accident Monday
injured one, according to a report
from the Murray Police
Department.
Karen Plant, 42, of Rt. 3, Rosedale, Ind., suffered possible head
injuries after her northbound car
struck another vehicle driven by
Tonya Smotherman, 29, of Rt. 5,
Murray, after Smotherman apparently pulled into Plant's path
around 11:51 a.m., police said.

Hamlin resident
suffers injuries
A Hamlin man was sent to the
hospital after a two-car accident
Monday, accordi9g to a report from
the Murray Polite Department.
Jason D. Young, 21, of Rt. 1,
Murray, was northbound on 12th
Street when he apparently suffered
brake -failure and struck a vehicle
driven by Luther Jines, 82, of
Hamlin, who was attempting to
turn south from Chestnut Street
around 10:51 a.m., according to
police.
Jines was transported to the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
with minor head and arm injuries.

Ross Insurance Agency
Ikarma

Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage
6th & Main

Plant was northbound on 12th
Street and Smotherman was
attempting to exit the K-Mart parking lo -'when the accident occurred.

Murray woni
-an
hurt in 2-car
wreck Monday

Dr. James V
State, spoke
responsibiliti

A Murray woman suffered minor
head injuries Monday in a two-car
accident, according to a report
from the Murray Police
Department.
Vickie B. Lambert, 43, of Rt. 7,
Murray, was injured after her
southbound car struck another vehicle driven by Edward E. Fitts, 75,
of Rt. 1, Purycar, Tenn., who apparently turned into her path at the
intersection of 12th and Glendale
around 8:50 a.m., police said.
Fitts was apparently attempting
to turn left from 12th Street onto
Glendale Road at the time of the
accident, police said.

IV1PD investigating
recent burglary
Two saws were reportedly taken
in a burglar), within the past week,
according to a report from the Murray Police Department.
Fred Wells, of Rt. 7, Murray,
told police that someone stole a an
eight-inch table saw and a skill saw
and damaged the inside of his
unoccupied home located at 303 S.
11th Street, police said.
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For Your Convenience Now Otters
Monday's winning numbers
selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3: 7-3-2 (seven, three,
two)

p
UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday - Friday
Ship Weekly & Save money

NI-F 9 a.m.y 641 N.

8

Jennifer M
Amanda V,
caricatures

UPS

p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.- 7 p.m. Sun 1.5 p.m.
Olympic Plata
753-2380
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EDUCATION
Pictures for this page were submitted by the administratiye staffs
of the Murray Independent School District and the Calloway
County School District and edited by the staff of the Ledger &
Times. Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each district. Please direct your
questions and comments about area public schools to the Murray
City Schools (753,4363) or the Calloway County Public Schools
(753-2893).

Southwest Elementary's Glenn Bayless and Kelly Chrisman make
their own "A" snack during their unit study about the letter "A."

Murray Montessori Center students visit Reck's Produce. Pictured
are: (from left) Grant Rudolph, Doran Brown, Matt Robinson, Charistopher Fitzgibbon, Ashley Edwards, Lauren Clemson, Whitley
Edwards, Patrick Fitzgibbon, Whitney Hendon, Bradley Black and
Joey Hawk.
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Robertson Elementary students are shown imitating French artists as
they do sidewalk art during a Kids Company activity. Pictured are,
from left, Teneill Elliot, Clayton Elliot, Brittany Overby, and Catherine Settle.
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Stacy and Rick Murdock show slides of their trip to Indonesia. They
discussed with the children in Ms. Combs and Ms. Cherry's Southwest Elementary primary program the volcanoes they visited. This
presentation was in conjunction with the thematic study of volcanoes
going on in both classrooms.

After reading "The Garden" and -Frog and Toad are Friends" by
Arnold Lobel, North Elementary second graders in Karen Crick's
class studied about frogs and toads. Tabitha and Stacey brought their
pets to school.
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John Wall, Aron Garland, Bryan Boehmer, Matt Neeley, Jesse Outland, Jeremy Harrell, and Billy Powell from East Elementary enjoyed
a visit from twin goats during a unit on the story of"The Three Billy
Goats Gruff." Both big books and traditional books were used to
gather information about goats.

P
—0
Kids Company students Luke Dibble, Clayton Elliot and Jonathan
Hedges take advantage of warm weather to decorate sidewalks on the
Robertson Elementary campus.
41 .
,
."•
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Dr. James Willis, an education history and law professor at Murray
State, spoke to Calloway County Middle students about privileges and
responsibilities of voting.

Calloway County Middle School's Shawn Gore, Mr. John Riley, Kimberly Stalls, Cassie Maness and Adam Seiber attended the 17th annual Hilltopper Days for Science. Technology and Health. Here, they
watch Riley's Chemical Magic Show.
Melissa Starks and Dan Mathis are studying the number families by
using math manipulatives in a hands on experience in Mrs. Foster's
second grade class at Robertson Elementary.
Mr. Tom Llewelyn, grandfather of Kristen Perrin, a kindergarten
student at North Calloway Elementary, brought pumpkins to Mrs.
Sherida Gentry's class for decorating on Oct. 7. Pictured are: (front
row, from left) Donna Brooks, Clista Scarbrough, Andy Stone, Chris
Warren, Brent Stalls, Keith Stom; (middle row) Brandon Lawrence,
Brandon Duncan, Tim Davenport, Trevor Webb, Ryan Watson, Emily
Perry, Clay Carman; (back row) Travis Gipson, Courtney Todd,
Kristen Perrin, Jamey Beane, Dustin Hayes and Tyler Brandon.
Steven Watkins, Paul Duke, Chris Thorn, Jody Tabers and Paul Patterson display their caricatures of themselves drawn in sophomore
English.

Jennifer Mann (foreground) and Tammie Duncan, Marie Cothran,
Amanda Vasquez, Veronica Dunn and Dawn !McKenzie display their
caricatures as part of sophomore English.

Sophomore English students Jackey Parker, David Lay. Tim ‘Ict;rebv
and Bo Thomas display their personal caricatures.

Wayne Williams, grandfather of Lucas Mathis, brought a surprise in
a sack. Lucas was able to keep the secret until kindergarten snack
time. Lucas is sharing ice cream with Rachel Oakley, while Tonya
Duncan enjoys her surprise during -S" week at Robertson
Elementary.
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Murray State shares
in community endeavors
A top priority at Murray State University in its initiative to contribute to regional economic development is
an outreach program designed to make campus expertise
available to business, industry and local governments
with specific needs.
Such a practical application of knowledge and resources fits appropriately into the "Share in a Community
Endeavor- theme of National Higher Education Week,
sponsored by the Council for Advancement and Support
of Education (CASE) Oct. 13-19.
Murray State is sharing by offering to facilitate the
collective power of faculty and staff to provide a broad
range of services in training and research. It is an effort
that is both responsive and responsible.
Buddy Buckingham, as the coordinator for economic
development in the Center for Continuing Education
and Academic Outreach, is the one contact point
through which campus resources are matched with special off-campus needs.
Both the board of regents and the MSU administration, by their support for the program, indicate a commitment by Murray State to assume a greater role in
developing the economic vitality of our area and a conviction that the university's obligations encompass far
more than just academics.
13uckinglidm has been visiting throughout the area to
ascertain the kinds of assistance needed and expected of.
Murray State. At the same time, he is in the process of
identifying specific areas of campus expertise and
devising strategies for taking advantage of those resources to respond to the regional needs.
An example is a training program to begin later this
month at Great Lakes Carbon, Inc., in Hickman, which
will involve the use of the interactive television network
(ITN), a tool developed for educational purposes that is
not being used for the economic development initiative.
ITN involves not only two-way audio and video but
the capability also to transmit information by computer
between points on the network.
An area Buckingham says is getting considerable
attention is health care. He has been focusing a good
portion of his time and energy building relationships
with area hospitals and determining the best system for
delivering to them the appropriate continuing education
and training programs.
Recently a grant provided by the American Asssociation of State Colleges and Universities (AASCU) was
used to support a survey conducted by an AASCU representative and a consultant who spent two days in the
area served by Murray State.
The team, which met with various constituencies both
on and off campus, will submit a report and make
recommendations for the development of a Center for
Economic Development at Murray State.
In another development, a representative of the Kentucky Council on Higher Education is scheduled to be
on the campus within the next few days as part of a
statewide study to assess7 work being done by each of
Kentucky's regional universities along the economic
development front.
From our vantage point, Murray State University
seems to be out front again — this time in an area that
is vital to all of us. We commend that effort.

Letters to the Editor
'There is a leash law for the county'
Dear Editor:
In regard to the recent letter on leash laws: There is a leash law for the
county. Dogs should be tied up at night. But, they may run free in
daytime.
We also have a very capable Animal Warden. Did the writer call her?
The Animal Warden tries hard to see our animals\in. the county are
taken care of and have shelter, food, water and shade. Some people
should not have dogs. But, all you have to do is call 753-1621. She is
there to help and does her job well.
Some dogs have better sense than people. Our dogs are like members of
the family. This is for Bootsie, Mandy, Squirt and Brandy.
Betty, Lamb, Sheila White, Jerrilyn White & Sharon Davis
Route 1, Hazel, KY 42049

Just drop us a line ....
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in ease verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to condense or reject any letter.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

R.

An open letter to Alyson McDavitt
(Ed. note: On Oct. 10-11, the current Leadership Kentucky class,
including "Main Street" columnist
Constance Alexander, convened in
Bowling Green for an informational session on the Kentucky
Education Reform Act (KERA).
Each participant in the session
received a personal letter from a
student at the L.C. Curry Elementary School, which hosted part of
the activities. Alexander's letter
was from Alyson McDavitt, a 6th
grade student at that school.)
Dear Alyson,
Your letter made me feel very
welcome at the L.C. Curry School
last Friday. I am really sorry that I
did not get to meet you personally
that day to tell you how much I
enjoyed your note. I did meet your
principal, Mr. Cobb, though. As a
matter of fact, we ate lunch
together.
You said in your letter: "We
have good lunches at Curry." Cobb
and I both agreed heartily on that,
especially in terms of the chocolate
brownies. The ham, beans and scalloped potatoes were also excellent.
You see, I was expecting something like peanut butter and jelly,
with lumpy caramel pudding for

MAIN STREET

Constance Alexander
Ledger & Times akonniSt
dessert. What I got was a real treat!
Being at your school for the
morning made -me realize how
important the Kentucky Education
Reform Act is. It wasn't the long,
detailed lectures we heard that dramatized that point, however. (If
you want to know the truth, when
educators drone on with phrases
like "learning goals," "valued outcomes," and "norm referenced testing," my eyes glaze over.)
Walking through the halls of
your school and seeing education
reform in action was the best lesson we could have had. We got to
talk to students and teachers about
the changes that are taking place
and how they are making a positive
effect on learning. We learned that
there is still a long way to go, but
at L.C. Curry — and hundreds of

Cafeteria-style controversy
Recent events in Washington,
including but not limited to the
Clarence Thomas-Anita Hill controversy, have shown how badly
the pillars of our government are
crumbling.
The wave of indignation which
is now sweeping through the nation
— is there anyone who isn't mad
about something in Washington?
— was put into motion by the
recent sexual harrassment accusations and denials, but has been
building up for quite some time.
The nation's capitol offers
cafeteria-style controversy, something for everyone. Me? I'm celebrating National Grouch Day —
I'm mad at everything.
I don't think Clarence Thomas is
the right man for the Supreme
Court and I believe George Bush
appointed him for racist reasons.
(Picking someone just because
they're black is just as racist as not
picking someone just because
they're black, and, considering
Thomas' political ideology, saying
that he will represent the nation's
blacks on the court is like saying
that Telly Savalas could represent
people with hair, since Savalas
used to have hair and still has follicles in his scalp.)
I also believe Thomas had proven himself unfit for the Supreme
Court by perjuring himself before
the Senate judicial committee
before Anita Hill's name ever hit
the headlines (does anyone really
believe that a judge of Thomas'
background had never heard Roe v.
Wade discussed, and has no opin-

ion whatSoever on abortion?).
But Thomas is certainly not the
on13, or the biggest rascal. What's
going on with the Senate subcommittee, the "old boy network"
which heard of Hill's accusations
during the initial hearings but
decided to ignore them — until
someone on the subcommittee
"arranged" to have the charges
"leaked?"
And what is with the House of
Representatives? Bouncing checks,
not paying for restaurant bills, then
saying that they simply didn't
know about them and acting as if
that's all the excuse and atonement
that's required.
Now let's turn our sights on the
Washington media. What in the
heck is going on? The watchdogs
have turned into lapdogs — never
mind that they nip occasionally at
political fingers, the Capitol's
media kiss up and butter up so they
can nibble at the hones (such as the
aforementioned "leak") which
occasionally are tossed their way
and which can be turned into a real
circus act.
• • • •
No matter what your political
ideology, your views on Clarence

other schools across the state —
the process of reform has started.
Now that's exciting.
Another valuable portion of our
visit to your school was the panel
discussion on school-based decision making. We heard a representative from the department of education, a parent, and a teacher discuss this innovative aspect of
KERA. All of them were refreshingly candid.
They confessed that their role
wasn't always clear and that they
would have liked more training to
guide their pioneering efforts. But
they also admitted that they learned
how to solve the problems confronting their school council by
working together and by listening
to each other. Besides that, they
talked about the many positive

results they have achieved in less
than a year, a real accomplishment
when you are laying a new foundation for the education of Kentucky's children.
After spending time at your
school and then later at Western
Kentucky University for more presentations on KERA. I understand
how important it is that we all support the schools in their change
efforts. Adults have Co get
involved, to ask questions, to
become informed, to volunteer
their time, to remember that the
course of change is sometimes stormy, and to recognize that results
will not materialize over night.
You may not think of yourself as
important, Alyson, but you and
your schoolmates are. You are the
future. I pledge to do everything I
can to make sure the KERA is fully
funded and implemented throughout the commonwealth so years
from now you can look back on
your years at L.C. Curry School
and know that you got the best
education that money — and commitment — can provide.
Thank you again for your lovely
letter.
Sincerely, Constance Alexander
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Thomas, your views on our elected
officials, on sexual harrassment, on
the nation's media, there is one
thing that is undeniable. We have a
big stinking mess on our hands
with our political system.
And it is on our hands. We can
find corruption anywhere (I won't
say everywhere) in our political
system, we can find arrogance in
our elected officials, we can find,
in general, a political process
which is woefully out-of-touch
with the American public.
And we, the American public,
are at fault. If we see pond scum in
our government, we're the ones
who either put it there or have
allowed it to breed. We are the
Americans who do not register to
vote, the Americans who do not
bother to vote, the Americans who
vote for glitz, glamour and image
instead of qualifications, character
and substance.
We are the Americans who are
mad as hell — today. On national
television last night, Sens. Paul
Simon and Dennis DeConcini both
predicted that there'd be little
backlash from the American public,
one way or another, during the

'November, 1992 elections. And
they're right.
In fact, whatever in Washington
upsets you today will almost certainly be forgotten by Thanksgiving. By then, there'll be other controversies on which we can fasten
our brief attention spans. If no real
issues arise, the politicians and the
press will invent some, be sure of
that.
Hey, that's politics, right? And
that's the answer to everything I
said I was mad about earlier. Why
did Bush appoint Thomas? Politics.
Why did Thomas deny having an
opinion on Roe v. Wade? Politics.
Why did the senators ignore Hill at
first, and why did someone leak it
to the press? Politics. Why do
members of the House get to
bounce checks at will, without penalty? Politics. Why does the
Washington media live off the
scraps thrown to them? Politics.
I've shaven the rosy bloom of
youth off my cheeks, so I'm not
naive enough to believe we can
have a political system that doesn't
play political games. But I'm disgusted at seeing, time after time.
the games take precedence over the
system, and over the people the
system is supposed to represent.
But the people — you and I —
don't really care. Half of us
haven't registered to vote, and
won't. Half of those who have
registered don't vote, and won't.
And
w
ndn,h.alf of those who vote don't
pay attention to the issues, and
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Why? Politics.

Washington Today
By WALTER R. MEARS
An AP News Analysis

WASHINGTON — This is no
game for Boy Scouts, Clarence
Thomas was told in one of the few
understatements of the seamy
finale to his Supreme Court confirmation hearings.
On that, at least, there can be no
dispute — it is played for keeps,
with lifetime stakes, between political forces that will crush careers,
and sometimes people, to win.
As the Senate delivers its
delayed judgment on Thomas
tonight, it also is being judged, for
the incredible, sometimes inept
confirmation process that broadcast
sordid details of sexual harassment
accusations in a three-day marathon miniseries on national
television.
The whole exercise and today's
final round of debate on Thomas
have been accompanied by
demands for reform of the system
by which the Senate confirms or
rejects presidential nominees to the
For all the insistence that there
must be a better way, and despite
the vows to find it, no reform is
going to guarantee against a replay
of something like the Thomas case.
Next time, it will involve different people, different circumstances, but the same reality: when
one side has the power to nominate
and the votes toiconfirm, the other
looks for a way to undo them.
That was the origin of the accusations against Thomas. Anita
Hill's charge did not surface in a
dispassionate investigation; it was
tracked and delivered by aides to

him too conservative, the Republimore personal, far more lurid, than
two Democratic senators opposed
any before, involving conduct and can view has been that philosophy.
to his confirmation, Edward Kenlanguage one of his supporters said is not fair game, that the voters
nedy of Massachusetts and Howard
would, if proven, mark a man a sex elect presidents, not senators, to
Metzenbaum of Ohio.
choose judges on that basis. /
Since Democrats have been in /fiend.
Thomas vehemently denied it,
But Thomas, who sidestepped
the White House only four of the
and his accuser just as forcefully most questions about his views on
past 22 years, they have had the
insisted she spoke the truth.
contentious issues at what he came
opposition role on nominees. RepuShe said it was sexual harass- to call his -real confirmation hearblicans have controlled the Senate
ment. He said it was a concocted ing" said at the harassment investiin only six of those years'.
plot,
put together by interests gation that the proper grounds for
That is a formula for confirmation struggles, especially over nom- opposing his confirmation, smack- judging him were his views, his
ing of racism for its stereotypes qualifications and the overall cominees to the Supreme Court. Only
about
black men's attitudes toward position of the court.
one justice of the nine was chosen
sexThe public, televised inquiry into
by a Democratic president; 13 conSen. Joseph R. Biden Jr., D-Del., one woman's accusation, he said.
secutive nominees, including those chairman of the Senate Judiciary
/ was improper, unfair, not the
who didn't make it, were chosen by.
Committee, said the renewed hear- American way of doing business.
Republican presidents.
ings were not intended to produce a He said he'd never withdraw. but
For the Democrats. there arc
finding of guilt or innocence.
would never have accepted the
only two ways to alter the court's
He said they were for fact- nomination had he known what the
conservative course — winning the
White House, with the odds against finding. Insofar as contradictory process of confirmation would
them again in 1992, or using the charges and denials are facts, they become.
confirmation process to force more delivered.
That drew a farewell sermon
So the Senate will have to decide
moderate judicial choices upon the
Biden, to Thomas and to
from
who told the truth and
foro
White House.
senators who he said were pontifiwho lied.
cating about the confirmation
Democrats have been suggesting
For most of the 100, the decision
process.
that there ought to be more advice
"It's like democracy, it's a lousy
in advance of consent. with prior for or against Thomas was made
consultation on nominees. That's before the charge ever surfaced; 41 form of government except no
no more likely now than when solidly against Thomas, 41 for him, one's figured out another way,"
head
Biden said. "... I'm getting fed up
Lyndon B. Johnson was president according to a Republican
inquiry.
reopened
before
the
count
with this stuff about how terrible
and tried to win the promotion of
the swing votes, that this system is. We're big boys ....
Abe Fortas to be chief justice, a It is the rest,
by the sexual harturned
could
he
"This is not Boy Scouts, it's not
ForRepublicans.
move blocked by
accusation
and, perhaps Cub Scouts ...."
assment
tas later quit the court after-he was
Not with a lifetime on the
accused of financial improprieties. more compelling, by the question
of veracity that goes with it.
Supreme
Court at stake.
Accusations like those, involving
• • • •
official . conduct, have been the
That leaves Thomas to be'judged
standard ammunition in confirmaby a standard Republicans had said (EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter R.
tion disputes. But it sometimes gets
was the proper one — conduct and Mears, vice president and colummore personal — a 1987 nominee, integrity, along, with experience nist for The Associated Press, has
Douglas Ginsburg, withdrew after
and qualifications. Since the rejec- reported on Washington and
tion of Robert H. Bork in 1987 by national politics for more than 25
disclosure of past marijuana use.
a Democratic Senate that deemed years.)
But the Thomas case as far

_
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Curtsinger pleads
not guilty to forgery
charges Monday

Obituaries

Final rites for Harold R. Blaine
were Monday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Filbeck and Cann Funeral
Home, Benton. The Rev. Wayne
Albertson officiated.
Burial was in Dixon Cemetery at
Grand Rivers.
Mr. Blaine, 70, Smithland, died
Friday at Western Baptist Church,
Paducah.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Rosa Mac Fulks Blaine; two
daughters, Mrs. Debbie Luffman,
Murray, and Mrs. Pamela
Edmonds, Grand Rivers; one son,
,Gary Blaine, Dickson, Tenn.; one
sister, Mrs. Betty Lady, Benton;
two brothers, Forrest Blaine, Grand
Rivers, and Richard Blaine, Godfrey, Ill.; five grandchildren.
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J.W. (Tuwie) Harpole, 72, Rt. 1,
Farmington, died Monday at 1:39
p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
He was owner and operator of
Harpole Grocery in Graves County
and a member of New Liberty Baptist Church.
Born Aug. 3, 1919, in Graves
County, he was the son of the late
John Harpole and Annie Pearl
Harpole.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Ruth Harpole; one daughter, Mrs.
Julaine Crosslin, Cuba; one son,
Larry Harpole, Rt. 1, Farmington;
one sister, Mrs. Katie Green, Mayfield; one brother, J.T. Harpole,
Madisonville; two- granddaughters;
one great-granddaughter.
Funeral rites will be Wednesday
at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Byrn

Mrs. Carol Champion Hayes
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Services for Mrs. Carol Champion Hayes will be Wednesday at 11
a.m. at Henderson Church of
Christ, Henderson, Tenn. John Dale
of Murray and Ben Flatt will
officiate.
Friends may call at Casey Funeral Home, Henderson, from 3 to 9
p.m. today (Tuesday).
Graveside rites will be Wednesday at 4 p.m. at Bazzell Cemetery
at Coldwater in Calloway County.
Henry Hargis will officiate.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
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will be in charge of local arrangements, but no visitation will be
held at Murray.
Mrs. Hayes, 43, Henderson,
Tenn., died Friday at 9:15 a.m. at
Washington Cancer Research Center, Los Angeles, Calif.
Survivors are her husband, Marcus R. Hayes, and three children,
Carrie, Jason and Joel Hayes, all of
Henderson; her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. William Champion, South
Ninth Street, Murray; one brother,
Danny Champion, Murray.
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Briton wins Nobel in economics
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STOCKHOLM,Sweden (AP) — citizen, was on vacation in the
American Ronald Coase, a profes- south of France and had not yet
sor emeritus at the University of been formally notified that he had
Chicago Law School, was awarded won the prize, said Carl-Olof
the Nobel economics prize today Jacobson, secretary general of the
for his -pioneering work in how 'academy.
Geoffrey Stone, dean of the Uniproperty rights and the cost of
doing business affect the economy. versity of Chicago Law School,
The Royal Swedish Academy of said Coase was "the most imporSciences, in awarding the $1 mil- tant figure in the field of law and
lion prize, said Coase's theories economics."
"are among the most dynamic forHe said Coase's work "essences behind research in economic tially explained the application of
science and jurisprudence today." legal rules to economic behavior."
"That may seem like a fairly
Coase (pronounced Cose), an
81-year-old British-born American obvious point, but it was one that
was extraordinarily instrumental in
understanding the ways in which
legal rules actually operate," Stone
said.
"He's one of the great economists of the century," said Douglas
A 19-year-old Tennessee fugitive Baird, director of the University of
was arrested on a felony escape Chicago law school's program in
charge in Trigg County following a law and economics, a position
tip Sunday night, according to a Coase held before his retirement.
published report.
Coase was the University of ChicaDanny Joe Wilson, of Lexington, go's 13th Nobel prizewinner in
Term., was captured about 9 p.m. economics.
Wilson had escaped for the HenHis research: in the 1970s and
derson County Jail after being con- 1980s pointed out an important
victed of burglary and sentenced to flaw in basic microeconomic
theory, the academy said.
18 years in prison.

Tennessee fugitive
caught near Cadiz

Mrs. Lucille Wells Kent of 904
Olive St., Murray, died Monday at
7 a.m. at her home.
The widow of Lynn Kent, she
was a retired school teacher and a
member of First Baptist Church,
Murray.
Born at Dexter, she was the
daughter of the late John Timothy
Wells. and Monico Brooks Wells.
Mrs. Kent is survived by a

*

The Rev. Floyd A. Larkin, 79,
Cadiz, died Monday at 11:10 a.m.
at Medoc Center, Pembroke. His
death followed a long illness.
He served as minister of Church
of God at Olney, Ill., from 1950 to
1964. He then moved to Trigg
County where he was owner and
operator of Larkin TV Repair in
Cadiz for a number of years.
Born Nov. 1911, in Dalton City,
Ill., he was the son of the late
Alfred Wesley Larkin and Myrtle
Wilson Larkin.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
MaryMauline Leneave Calhoun
Larkin, Cadiz; one daughter, Mrs.
Barbara Brown, Olney, Ill.; one
son, Floyd A. Larkin Jr., Frederick,
Colo.; two stepdaughters, Mrs.
Martha Hunter and Mrs. Judy Join-
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Funeral rites for Earl (Andy)
Anderson were today at 11 a.m. in
the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home, Bentotr. The Rev. Greg
Waldrop officiated.
Burial was in Marshall County
Memory Gardens.
Mr. Anderson, 69, Rt. 7, Benton,
died Saturday at 12:30 p.m. at
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The funeral for Homer Faiths
was today at 11 a.m. in the chapel
of Miller Funeral Home of Murray.
The Rev. James Garland and the
Rev. Ercel Carter officiated. Mrs.
Oneida White was organist and
soloist.
Pallbearers were Bruce Fairris,
Dale Duncan, Ronnie Cole, Coleman Myers, Leon On and Kenny
Fairris.
Burial was in Murray City
Cemetery.
Mr. Fairris, 81, Murray, died
Sunday at 2:28 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
He is survived by one sister,

MRS. LIBBY JONES

A Fancy Farm woman charged
with second degree forgery entered
a plea of not guilty Monday,
according to a published report.
Brenda Curtsinger, wife of fugitive mobile home businessman
Phillip Curtsinger, is to appear for
a pretrail hearing at 9 a.m. Nov. 18
in Graves County Circuit Court.
Brenda Curtsinger was indicted
on five counts of second degree
forgery and remains free on her
own recognizance.
Phillip Curtsinger was indicted
in September on more than 20
counts ranging from second degree
forgery and theft by deception to
altering the identity of a mobile
home and filing a false affadavit.
The indictment against Phillip
Curtsinger, who has not been
apprehended, came after a
14-month investigation by the
Graves County Sheriff's
Department.

QUARTER MONDAY
Every Monday during the month
of October
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300 E.Sycamore

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100%
of the Deductibles?

Burial will follow in East Eand
Cemetery, Cadiz.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today (Tuesday).

MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductibles that Medicare does not pay.
$628 on Part A; $100 on Part B. Call me for more'information.
753-7890 s a.m.-8 p.m.
FREE HELP IN CLACK FILING FOR MY CLIENT'S

Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Mary Ann Anderson; one son, John
Anderson, and one grandson, James
Pryor, Hardin; two brothers, Carl
Anderson, Sylvania, Ohio, and
Ernest Anderson, Sun City West,
Ariz.; several nieces and nephews.

Mrs. Leona Townsend, Puryear,
Tenn.; and two brothers, James
Lester Fairris, Paris, Term., and
Owen' L. Fairris, Murray.

MIAMI INDIAN
BINGO
715 E. Broadway Mayfield
Every Thursday-Friday-Saturday & Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:00 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
Early Birds At 6:00
* Call About Weekly Specials *

1
11011
1

247-8537

.0111
2011n1I
1
CWA

Grand

Opening

r(d

"Serving American and Chinese Menu"

LT. GOVERNOR BRERETON C. JONES

*

Democratic Nominee for Governor
* * *

*

Wednesday, October 16, 1991

Murray Woman's Club
704 Vine Street
Murray, KY

Carry-Out • Party Room Available
Hwy. 641 S., Murray

EVERYONE IS INVITED!!
Treasun•r

Regular Hours:
7 Days a Week
Breakfast
6 a.m.-11 a.m.
Lunch Buffet... 11 a.m.-2:00 p.m. (except Saturday)
Dinner
5.00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
Friday & Saturday Nights Special Dinner Buffet

12:30 p.m. - 1:30 p.m.

Paid ftir by Friends for Jones, Annelle S Fulmer, C P.A

eral Home, Mayfield, where prayers will be said at 6 p.m. tonight
(Tuesday).
Mr. Bohannon, 22, Fancy Farm.
died Saturday at 9:45 p.m. from
injuries sustained in a tractor
accident.
He was a 1988 graduate of
Graves County High School, a veteran of the U.S. Navy, and .an
employee of Jakel Corp. of
Clinton.
Preceding him in death were his
grandfathers, Rudy Bohannon and
Rudy C. Riley.
Survivors are his father, Larry I.
Bohannon, Brewers; his mother
and stepfather, Vicky and Lennis
Riley, Fancy Farm; one sister,
Ellen Renae Bohannon, and one
brother, Stacey Neal Riley. Fancy
Farm; grandparents, Mrs. Sudie
Bohannon of Mayfield, Lyndal and
Nadine. Hobbs, Fancy Farm. and
Mrs. Pearl Riley. Kirksey.

HOLIDAY INN
MAYFLOWER
RESTAURANT

the

I?
ut11has
and
I 25

The funeral will be Wednesday
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Goodwin
Funeral Home. Cadiz. The Rev.
Dwaine Baker will officiate. Mrs.
_Geraldine Baker_ will he pianist and
soloist.

Homer Fairris

ion
usy
no

er, and one stepson, Jasper Calhoun, all of East Peoria, Ill.
Also surviving are two sisters.
Mrs. Katherine Brooks, Peoria, Ill.,
and Mrs. Margie Madison, Florida;
one brother, Art Larkin, Florida;
eight grandchildrem _three stepgrandchildren; nine greatgrandchildren: three stepgreatgrandchildren:.

Earl (Andy) Anderson

wife of

**

daughter-in-law, Mrs. Gerry Kent,
Wichita. Kan., and a niece, Mrs.
LaNelle Siress Blaylock, Murray.
Services will he Wednesday at 3
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. Dr. Greg Earwood
will, officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 12 noon Wednesday.

Rev. Floyd A. Larkin

in honor of
*
*

Funeral mass for Barry Paul
Bohannon will be Wednesday at
11:30 a.m. at St. Jerome Catholic
Church, Fancy Farm, where he was
a mcmber. The Rev. Lucian Hayden and the Rev. Terry Devine will
officiate.
Burial will follow in St. Jerome
Church Cemetery.
Friends may call at Brown Fun-

Mrs. Lucille Wells Kent

*
**
*
** CALLOWAY COUNTY
RECEPTION

[11,1

non
to

Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev.
R.J. BurpoO will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Dan Farris,
James Farris, Johnny Lee Kough,
J.D. Elkins, James Easley and
Hugh Arnett.
Burial will follow in Highland
Park Cemetery, Mayfield.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today (Tuesday).

********************

aid.
bu
IL

Barry Paul Bohannon

J.W.(Tuwie) Harpole

Harold
R. Blaine
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759-4819 or 753-5986
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Tuesday, Oct. 15

Tuesday, Oct. 15

National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Ladies Auxiliary of VFW Post
6291/institution/7 p.m./Willis Center. Info/753-9472 or 436-1238.

AA and AI-Anon/8 p.m./American
Legion Hall, South Sixth and
Maple Streets.

Southwest Calloway Site Based
Council/6:30 p.m./school.

Quilt Lovers/6 p.m./Calloway
County Public Library.

Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.

Murray Optimist Club/6:30
p.m./Homeplace Restaurant.

Wednesday, Oct. 16
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.

Music Department ot Murray
Woman's Club/7:30 p.m./clab
house.

Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens activities.

Murray TOPS #Kentucky 34/7
p.m./Southside Manor Community
Room. Info/759-9964.
Life House banquet/6
p.m./Fellowship Hall of First Baptist Church.
•
•
40`
• icosor
t.)0041.004t.,
•
•
•
•
•

• ••

This is an architect's drawing of the proposed building for First Baptist Church in its "Together We Build" program.

Church pledges given

First Baptist Church, Murray,
celebrated the conclusion of its
"Together We Build" program with
National Scouting Museum/open
the announcement that church fam9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
ilies had committed S941,910.80
for
the church's building program.
Bereavement Support Group/9:30
This
was announced at a Victory
a.m./Hospice Office, MurrayService
on Sunday. Oct. 13.
Calloway County Hospital.
The commitments, to be given
three years, will help
Parenting
I Class/7 over the next
the church in providing additional
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
educational space and also in renoHospital.
vating the existing educational
building. The plans involve quality
Senior Golf League/8 a.m./Miller facilities for preschoolers, children
Memorial Golf Course.
and youth.
According to Dr. Greg Earwax!.
Church Women United "Hallo-pastor, "Together We Build" had a
ween party and songfest/1:302
profound spiritual impact upon the
p.m./Fern Terrace Lodge.
congregation.
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and
Twos/9:30 a.m. and Story
Hour/10:30 a.m.
(Cont'd on page 7)

24./four Program Information
(502) 753-3314

"Education Can Be Fun" will be the theme of the program to be presented by Karen Guthrie of Murray State University at a meeting of the
Singles Organizational Society to be held tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. at
Chamber of Commerce building. This will be Community Awareness
Night. This is a nonprofit support and social group for single adults.
Dress is casual and all ages are welcome. For more information call
Pamela, 753-7638, or Jeanne, 753-0224.

Parents of Children with Disabilities Support Group/7 p.m./Fern
Terrace Lodge. Info/759-1835.

Alpha Mu #4760 of Epsilon Sigma
Alpha Intemationa1/7 p.m./home of
Margart Campbell.

Bingo, sponsored by Knights of
Columbus/7 p.m./new K/C
building.

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

He said "the First Baptist family
has taken seriously what God
wants us to accomplish. 'Together
We Build' helped us to focus our
spiritual energy and financial
resources toward God's purpose for
us. We anticipate touching the
needs of many lives in our church
and community.
The "Together We Build" program was led by the Stewardship
Commission, an agency of the
Southern Baptist Convention.
"Together We Build" is the registered trademark for the convention's capital fund-raising service,
designed to help churches raise the
money for their building and debt
retirement programs, Earwood
added.

North Festival Friday

Camera Club meeting Thursday
Murray-Calloway County Camera Club will meet Thursday, Oct. 17, at 7
p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. All interested persons are invited to
attend. For more information call 753-5278, 753-3841, or 753-0035

Farmington Festival planned

A travel preview for trips scheduled in 1992 with the Leisure Life will be
offered to Leisure Life members on Wednesday, Oct. 30. The preview will
be held at 2 p.m. at the University Branch of Bank of Murray. A short video
on the cruise ship "Horizon" and its ports of call will be shown. Information
will be given on six trips scheduled in 1992. Refreshments will be served
and a door prize will be given away. For reservations call Martha Covey at
753-1893.

Historical Society plans tour
Tour Director William E. Wilson of Water Valley and Sledd Creek, has set
the Jackson Purchase Historical Society 1991 Fall Tour for Saturday, Oct.
26. The destination will be Shiloh National Military Park in southern Tennessee and other attrractions near the historic town of Corinth, Miss. Members
will be given priority for the 49 seats, but visitors are welcome if space is

END OF
SUMMER
CLEARANCE
SALE

,•

70%
Off Manufacturers
Suggested Retail
Price

Bedding As Low As
'79/set

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
*Layaway Now For Christmas*

Purdom
Furniture

Diabetes Taking Control Support Group will meet Thursday, Oct. 17, from
6:45 to 9 p.m. in the cafeteria on first floor at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Dr. H.S. Jackson, urologist, will speak about 'Diabetes and Impotency.' Awards and recognition for the Annual Bike-A-Thon will be made at this
meeting. All interested persons are invited to attend.

Travel Preview on Oct. 30

753-0666

SAVE

starting at $299.00

Diabetes meeting Thursday

The works of Murray Artist Shirley T. Johnson are now hanging in the
upstairs gallery at the Murray Art Guild at 103 North Sixth St., Murray. She
is the Murray Art Guild's October artist-member. She began drawing and
painting in 1986. The works of Jerry Speight and Rodney Scott are exhibited
in the first floor gallery. Hours to view the exhibit are from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
on Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday, and 6 to 9 p.m. on Thursday.

CLEARANCE

Bedroom Suites

Palestine United Methodist Church will have revival services starting
Wednesday, Oct. 16, and continuing through Friday, Oct. 18. The Rev.
Roger Joseph will be the evangelist for services at 7 p.m. nightly. Special
music will be by Teresa Bysee. Light refreshments will be served Friday
night. The public is urged to attend, according to the pastor, the Rev. Calvin
Clark.

Murray, KY

South 12th St.
Mon. thru Fri.

starting
$99

Palestine schedules revival

Johnson art works now on display

Podiatrists specializing
in the medical and surgical
treatment of foot problems.

Recliners

Members of the J.N. Williams Chapter of the United Daughters of the
Confederacy will meet Wednesday, Oct. 17, at 10 a.m, at parking lot of First
Baptist Church. The group will car pool to Patties at Grand Rivers for lunch.
Later the group will go to Princeton for a tour of Adsmore at 2 p.m.

Famington Elementary School Parent-Teacher Organization will have its
fali festival on Friday, Oct. 18. A spaghetti dinner will be served starting at 5
p.m._ Auction of donated items will be at 6 p.m, Games for children and
adults will continue until, 8 p.m.' A special feature will be a photographer
present to take your picture with a python. The public is urged to attend, a
PTO spokesperson said.

Dr. Stuart Naulty
Dr. Mary Bolton

Be! Air Center
Hours by Appt.

UDC Chapter will visit Adsmore
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202 SO. 5th
Open Mon.-Fri. 8-5
St.
Sat. 9-3
Murray
753-4872
Visa-MC-Discover

available. Checks at $43 per person should be mailed by Wednesday, Oct.
16, to Secretary-Treasurer Miss Margaret Heath, 1202 Joe Creason Dr.,
Benton, Ky. 42025. Cancellations will be permitted provided a substitute rider is secured or on the waiting list, so do not mix payments for dues and the
tour fee in the same check. The boarding schedule is as follows: Paducah,6
am, Hannan Plaza Parking Lot; Benton, 6:30 a.m., First Missionary Baptist
Church Parking Lot; Murray, 7 a.m., Kroger Parking Lot across from Murray
State University Stewart Stadium; Mayfield, 7:30 a.m. Bus Station; and Fulton, 8 a.m., Wal-Mart Parking Lot.

Trip vacancies are available
North Calloway Elementary School will have its annual Fall Festival
on Friday, Oct. 18, at the school, located on North 16th Street
Extended. Supper including chili, hot dogs, etc., will be served starting at 5:30 p.m. The festival from 6 to 8:30 p.m/ will include games
and activities of all kinds including several new games, and a king
and queen crowning at 8:30 p.m. Also a photographer will be present
to take pictures of children in a special Halloween setting as shown
here of Tamara and Wesley Tucker taken in 1990. Also on display
will be the new 1991 North Laker sweat shirts with orders to be taken
that night. The public is urged to attend this special event, According
to Debbie Burchett, president of North Calloway PTO.:

The annual "Teeter for Tots' for underprivileged children of Murray and
Calloway County will start at 12 noon on Friday, Oct. 18, and continue until
12 noon on Saturday, Oct. 19. This will be by members of Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority at their house at 203 North 16th St., Murray. The members will
rock for donations. Persons wishing to contribute to the special fund may
mail their donations to Brooke Ranes, assistant treasurer, 6624 Elizabeth
Hall, Murray State University, Murray, Ky. 42071.

'Little Miss and Mr. Heartland' Beauty Contest will be held Saturday, Oct.
19, at Paducah. This will be for the benefit of the West Kentucky Easter
Seals. Ages for girls will be 0 to 19 years and for boys, 0 to 2 years. For
more information call 1-442-5472.

We are pleased to
announce that P.J.
Clayton, bride-elect of
Sean Kent, has made
her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
P.J. and Sean will
be married October
18, 1991.

Old Salem needs donations
Old Salem Cemetery is in need of funds to add to its perpetual fund for
the upkeep of the cemetery. Because of the vandalism to the tombstones at
the cemetery last year and the lower interest rate, more funds are needed.
Persons may mail their donations to Jack Dodd, At. 8, Box 910, Murray, or
Re!mon Wilson, Rt. 3, Box 181, Murray.
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Crafts Festival planned
We are pleased to announce
that Denise Lassiter, bride-OKA
Of Michael Wichlan, has
selected her bedding and bath
accessories through our bridai
registry.
Denise and Michael will be
married December 21, 1991.

WAL-MART
Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

Teeter for Tots planned

Beauty / Contest on Oct. 19

BRIDAL
REGISTRY

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

Toopie Thomas Moore, tour director for Murray-Calloway County Senior
Citizens, Inc., has two vacancies available for her tour to Gatlinburg, Tenn.,
Oct. 18-20. The group will leave Murray Friday, Oct. 18, at 6 p.m. and return
on Sunday, Oct. 20. For more information call' 753-8274.

CC

1

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray Kentucky

The Ninth Annual Christmas Crafts Festival will be Saturday, Nov. 30,
and Sunday, Dec. 1, at the Western Kentucky Fairgrounds Convention Center, Hopkinsville. This event will be sponsored by Pennroyal Crafts Group,
Inc. The juried show will feature 75 booths with over 100 craft categories
represented. Exhibitors will be from five states as well as local craftspersons. Applications are available by writing to Pennyroyal Crafts Group, P.O.
Box 1176, Hopkinsville, Ky. 42241

Andrew Craig -Coles born
Mr. and Mrs. Daryl Coles of At. 2, Hazel, are the parents of a son,
Andrew Craig, weighing seven pounds three ounces, measuring 191/2
inches, born on Tuesday, Oct. 8, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The
mother is the former Karen McKinney. They have two other sons, Chris, 6,
and Bryan, 4. Grandparents are Robert and Sue McKinney of Clinton and
Frank and Karen Coles of Rt. 2, Hazel. Great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Hilman Coles and Mrs. Eva Craig, all of Hazel, and Mrs. Maude Winchester,
Murray.
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Staci Shipp

CCHS senior
named second
time for book
Staci Shipp, daughter of W.
Andrew and Brenda Shipp of 2205
Quail Creek Dr., Murray, has been
named for the second time to the
25th anniversary ediction of Who's
Who Among American High
School Students.
She is now eligible to compete
for one of 75 scholarships of
$1,000 each which will be awarded
this yeai.
Shipp, .a senior at Calloway
County High School, is vice president of the Senior Class, president
of the Beta Club, news editor of
the Laker Review, a member of
Student Council, Foreign Language
Club, Coed Y-Club and FBLA. She
was recently voted "Most Dependable" by her classmates.
She is a member of First United
Methodist Church.

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
.County Hospital for Friday, Oct.
11, have been released as follows:

Mrs. Ronald Wayne Pankratz

)1i2
The
6,
and
Ars
>ter,

The Murray Area Council of the
International Reading Association
will hold its first meeting of the
year on Thursday. Oct. 17, at Calloway County Public Library.
Ben Graves, director of Calloway County Public Library, will be
the guest speaker. He will present
and discuss award winning books
for childrery
The meeting will begin with a
social at 3:30 p.m. The program
will be from 4 to 5 p.m.
Interested teachers, parents, or
university students are encouraged
to attend.
Murray-Area Council officers for
1991-92 are Bonnie Higginson.
pres'ident; Margaret Gibson, vice
president; Barbara Larson, secretary; and Yancey Watkins.
treasurer.

Wednesday, Oct. 16

First Christian Church events
include Evangelism Committee/12
noon/Pagliai's; Christian Family
Fellowship/5:15 p.m.; Chancel
Choir/7:15 p.m.

Oaks Country Club ,Ladies events
include golf and/bridge/9:30 a.m.
and luncheon/12 noon.

Newborn admissions
Sarile baby boy, mother, Elaine Pergakis, 205 South 12th St., Murray;
Cohoon baby boy, parents, Mary
and Mark, 514 Beale St., Murray.
Dismissals
Myr! Draffen, Rt. 7, Box 155, Benton; Mrs. Hilda Duncan, Rt. 3, Box,
346, Murray; Thomas Fike, 1516 Can-,
terbury, Murray.
Mrs. Pauline McGinnis, At. 2. Box
67, Murray; Robert Robinson, Rt. 1,
Box 197, Puryear. Tenn.; Mrs. Haven
Veros, Rt. 1, Box 98, Murray;
Mrs. Nellie June Simmons, At. 1,
Box 234, Farmington: Mrs. Carolyn H.
Suggs, Rt. 6, Murray; Mrs. Helen

Murray Country 'Club Ladies
Memorial Baptist Church events Golf Association . banquet/6
include supper/5:30 p.m.; S.S. - p.m./club.
Workers/6:15 p.m.; GAs, RAs and
Business meeting/7 p.m.; Sanctuary St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Young-At-Heart/12 noon:
Choir/8 p.m.
K/5 Activity Night/5:15 p.m.:
First Presbyterian Church ses- Scruples/6 p.m.:. H.S. PSR G.H./P.C. and Liturgy Committeerl
sion meeting/7:30 p.m.
p.m.
Bible Classes/7 p.m./Glendale
First United Methodist ,.Church
Road Church of Christ.
events include Covenant Prayer
Group/I0 a.m.; Bell Choirl-f p.m.:
Bible Classes/7 p.m./University
Youth Club/5 p.m.: Chancel
Church of Christ.
Choir/7:30 p.m.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church events include First Baptist Church events
include Bible StudyI9:45/a.m.: FelCouncil on Ministries/7 p.m.
lowship Supper/5:30 p.m.: Library
LBL events include Planetarium open/6:15 p.m.; Business meeting,
Show/2 p.m./GPVC; Tobacco Fir- KI-aymata and Children's
ing and Iron Industry/10:30 a.m. . Choirs/6:30 p.m.; Sanctuary
and 1:30 p.m./Homeplace-1850: Choir/7:45 p.m.
Deer Up Close!/9:30 a.m. and Coyotes and Wolves/2:30 p.m./WNC.

First Assembly of God Church
events include prayer meeting/7
p.m.

PraiSing Kentucky: a Church
Music Celebration will be Thursday, Oct. 241 at First Baptist
Church, Paducah, according to
James Martin Cordell, direcotr, and
Eddie Howell, adult music consultant, Church Music Department.
Kentucky Baptist Convention.
This is a semice of praise and
celebrations for congregations,
choirs, orkhestras. soloists and
other musical groups; and to introduce The Baptist Hymnal (1991
edition). Terry York will be special
guest.
To register call 1-245-4101.

FEATURES:

Completely Erected, Including Concrete Floors,
Not Pre Fab. Carpenter Built. All Quality Materials.
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2 CAR (18x20)
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Deluxe Models
vinyl siding
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YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL
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We are pleased to announce
that Dana Riddle, bride-elect of
Johnny Phillips, has made her
domestic and household selections through our bridal
registry.
Dana and Johnny will be
married Dec. 28, 1991.

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray

University Plaza On Chestnut St.

Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6
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CHECK THESE

Homer

S1.00 Cash Rebate
for every square yard
with tie purchase of
any Alexander Smith Gold
andlor Silver Label Carpets

We offer you FREE Estimates, References and Location of
Gara es In Your Area And Written Warrant .

5 Oceanfront Hotels

NAME
I STREET
CITY
1-800-874-7420 ,I STATE

PraiSing is Oct. 24

Rt. 3. Box 174, Murray:
Mrs Tammy' Lynette Jones, 5051/2
South Eighth St , Murray. Mrs. Phyllis
Mohler, P 0 Box 71. Benton:
Mrs Constance L. Powers and baby
boy, P.O. Box 43. New Concord: Miss
Heather D'Lutz and baby boy. Rt 1.
Box 319-S Benton
Expiration
Fairrs Murray

from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry

CUSTOM BUILT GARAGES I

G 716' Bland.), undersaing
I-I Masonne wood ar vinyl sidng

25%
Rated ••• Excellent by

I

5 Box 167, Paris

Three newborn admissions. dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
for Sunday. Oct. 13. have been
released as follov.s:

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday, Oct.
12, have been released as follows:

Wednesday, Oct. 16

Grace j, Baptist Church events
include Youth Choir/6:15 p.m.:
Youth, College and Adult Bible
Study/7 p.m.; Sunday School
Enlargement Campaign Steering
Committee and Weekly Workers'
meetings/8 p.m.

Louise Wright
Tenn

Newborn admissions
Doran baby boy, parents. Kelly and
Harold, At. 7, Box 2, Murray;
Powers baby boy, parents, ConNewborn admissions
stance and Robert. P 0. Box 43, New
Concord.
Henry baby boy, mother Rosalind
White, 510 Harrison Meadows, Pars
Dismissals
Pat Carraway. 724 Fairlane, Murray;
Tenn.;
Alexander baby boy, parents, Anita
Elvis R. Colson, At. 1, Box 116, Murray; Mrs. Ola Culver, 1405 Poplar St.,
and William, Rt. 1, Box 189 Murray
Haws baby boy, parents. Karen and x
Murray:
G.L.. #9 Dixieland Center Murray
Mts. Audra E. Franklin, 735 Riley
Dismissals
Cf., Murray: Eurie Garland, 316 South
Mrs. Dorothy Nell Higgins P 0 Box
Ninth St., Murray; Mrs. Maybelle
24, Alma: Mrs. Odelle Vance, 3G'
Greer, Box 12, Hardin Apts., Hardin;
South Sixth St., Murray:
Mrs. Doris 0. Johnson, 100 Fox
Mrs. Kelly W. Doran and baby boy
Meadows LT E7, Murray; Mrs. Maurine
Loftin, 204 South 15th St., Murray;
Rt. 7, Box 2. Murray: Mrs. Laverna
Hardie, At. 1, Box 165, Almo.
James T. Nance, Box 161, Puryear,
Tenn.,
John R. Edwards, Rt. 3. Box 80
Lynn H. Newberry, At. 1, Box 583,
Benton; Mrs. Mary Evelyn -Burkeen.
.44
Dover, Tenn.; Mrs. Ople Phillips, 732
'- •.
Vine St., - 11Au tray-;" Mrs:- Heather
•
Rogers, At. 6, Box 338D, Murray;
Mrs. Julia Seaford, Rt. 3, Box 65,
Benton; -Mrs. Debra Smith. 410 North
Vicki Pat Lamb
Eighth St.. Murray; Mrs. Nancey Jane
bride-elect of
Smith, Rt. 7, Box 194, Mayfield;
fi
Mrs. Willie Smotherman, 1019 Story
Michael McNarns.ira
Ave., Murray; Mrs. Ruth P Young,
Fern Terrace Lodge, Murray: Mrs. Stahas made her
cie Stewart and baby girl, 119 Cungift selections
ningham. Cadiz.

The bride's mother wore a fitted chology at Western Kentucky Uniankle-length dress of faille with a versity. He is employed by Tire
lace wrap-around collar, hipline America Corp.
insert and attahced peplum. The
The grooms parents were hosts
groom's mother wore a pastel for the rehearsal dinner barbecue
spring floral print suit with tea- held under tents on the lawn at the
length skirt. Each carried a purse home of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Bakcorsage of ivory rosebuds.
er, Henderson.
A reception and dance 'followed
Bridal events included the
_
at the Ramada Inn atEvansville-. 10110wiwr
Ind.
A tool and utensil shower hosted
After a wedding trip to Lake by Emily Cunningham. Mary
Barkley State Park, the new Mr. Smith. Nancy Lindsay. Harriet
and Mrs. Pankratz are residing in Brecce and Margaret Pounds at
Louisville.
Bowling Green:
The bride, a 1985 graduate of
A bridal coffee hosted by Kathy
Henderson County High Sao& Griffin, Rebecca Marlin, Martha
received a bachelor's- degree in Stuckey.
Jnje. Suuih at
middIeltade education and a Mas- Henderson-, •
ter's degree in student personnel
A shower hosted by Claudine
services at Western Kentucky UniBlakeley and Ann Mary_Kieslerat
versity, Bowling Green.
Louisville;
The groom, a 1985 graduate of
A pool party hosted by Pat
Bowling Green High School, Albritten at Murray:
received a bachelor's degree in
A bridal breakfast hosted bx
psychology and a master's degree Lena Dees and Missy Dees at
in industrial organizational psy- Ramada Inn, Evansville. Ind.

DAYTONA BEACH, FLORIDA

Ask about our
• Recreation Program
• Golf & Honeymoon
Packages

Area Reading
Council will
hear Graves

Babies, dismissals, death listed by hospital
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Karen Hicks, right, new county agent for home economics for Calloway County, poses with the other office staff at the open liouse at
Calloway County Extension Office at Weaks Community tenter on
Sunday afternoon, Oct. 13. Pictured from left are .lane Steely, county
extension agent in 4-11/Youth Development, Ted Howard, count
extension agent for agriculture, and Jeannie Garrison. office
secretary..

CALENDAR
(Cont'd from page 6)
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Extension oj'ce o en house

Neill-Pankratz vows said at church
Miss Kelly Diane Neill of Henderson and Ronald Wayne Pankratz
of Bowling Green were married
Saturday, Aug. 3, at First United
Methodist Church, Henderson.
The Rev. Don Davis officiated.
Music was provided by Donna
Spurlock, organist, and Heather
McCormick, vocalist.
The bride is the daughter of Dick
and Jackita Neill of Henderson.
She is the granddaughter of Mrs.
Margaret White and the late Jack
White of Murray.
The groom is the son of Roger
and Donna Pankratz of Bowling
Green.
Given in marriage by her
parents, the bride wore a floorlength gown of white silk taffeta
with short puffed sleeves and a
dropped waist bodice. The bodice
featured appliques of crocheted
daisies enhanced with seed pearls
and iridescent sequins continuing
down the front panel of the gown
to the floor.
The chapel-length train was
attached to the full-bustled skirt. A
sequin and pearl band secured the
shoulder-length veil of tulle. She
carried a garden cascade of white
gerbera daisies, baby's breath and
greenery joined with a bow of
white tulle.
Ann Mary Kiesler of Louisville
was the maid of honor and Claudine Blakeley of Louisville was the
matron of honor.
Bridesmaids were Karen Banks
of Millville, N.J., Missy Dees of
Lexington, Amy Hoagland of
Hopkinsville, Tracie Miller of Cincinnati, Ohio, and Kellie Warren of
Louisville.
- -The guest register attendant was
Cindy Crume. Shelly Jost was the
program attendant.
The readers were Connie Pankratz, sister of the groom, and Susan
Stockton.
Wade Pankratz, Lexington,
brother of the groom, was best
man. Groomsmen. were Jarrod
Xatoil Eielhardt, ChriS
Anderson and Randy Pigue, all of
Bowling Green, and Bill Brown
and Drew Delozier, both of
Louisville.
Richard Neill, brother of the
bride, and Christopher Blakeley,
cousin of the bride, were the
ushers.

TimEs

Oceans Eleven Resorts
1
2025 South Atlantic Avenue, Daytona Beach Shores, FL32118

BETI'ER BUILT GARAGE„CO.
BANK FINANCING
AVAILABLE

MELBER, KY.-002)674-55J0
Owner, DWAIN WARREN

BANK FINANCING
AVAILABLE

Sale Starts Alo,,tdav. October 14th

Mitchell's
Carpets
Hwy. 94 West

753-2392
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Celebrate National Cosmetology Month
Flawless complexion
is look of the '90s

Proclamation

Winter months are hard on skin

Caroil, gtliliy

,. .,. .,

S)(14m

Weis Beauty & Barber
Supply Co.

Wendy Shelton
Lyn McKinney

oduCin
Intr
..

•

International Hair Straight - Perm System

ume to fine, unpermed hair or a bend and lift to heavy, staight hair.
Brown mixes a special buffer made of Hawaiian botanicals with his
perm Solution to seal the hair's cuticle layer while it is combed onto
the "Straight Perm" board. The boards come in three different sizes to
accommodate short, medium and long hair.
"After the entire head or the desired section has been completed, the
boards are left in for 30 minutes." notes Brown."Then the hair is thoroughly rinsed, towel-dried and the next step is the application of neutralizer. The neutralizer is left on for five minutes, then rinsed well."

Conditioning with Paul Brown's "Resurrect" follows for three
minutes then a rinse, and finally two drops of Paul Brown's "Diamond
Heads" are massaged through the hair to prepare for styling.
The result, says Brown, is healthy, manageable hair rid of natural or
chemical waves. And, a salon buzzing with curious clients.

/

HAIRDESIGN
Hwy. 64rth
1 No
759-4950

i

,

For more information call 1-800-722-5017
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New from Hawaiian stylist-manufacturer Paul Brown is this traffic-
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stopping way to straighten permed or naturally curly hair.
Called the "Straight Perm," the technique removes the perm from
long or short hair, relaxes naturally wavy hair or black hair, gives vol-

Terri Walston
Jeri West, manicures

Louisville, Ky

His1

Hawaiian stylist introduces
new Straight Perm' product

Coloring gray hair may help you feel better, too
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'What's the best treatment for moisturizer, wait for 10 to 15
minutes after washing. lithe skin
combination skin?
Combination skin is a very com- still feels taut after that time, your
mon condition and those with this skin is most likely in need of
skin type must learn to keep their replenishment.
For most of us, moisturizing
skincare regimen flexible, varying
twice a day is recommended. A
it with skin's changing needs.
To remove excess oil and lightweight, quickly absorbed
decrease oiliness in the T-zone, use cream or lotion is best for day and
a gentle soap and wash twice a a slightly heavier version is best
day. Moisturize the dry areas on for nighttime use. Make sure that
the sides of the face once or twice your moisturizer is nona day but don't apply cream or comedogenic (won't clog pores)
lotion to the oily areas as this will and hypo-allergenic.
exacerbate the oiliness. Between 'When should I use a sunscreen?
Many of what are considered
cleansings, a toner or astringent
containing alcohol may be applied signs of aging, such as wrinkes and
leatherly skin with freckle-like
to the oily areas.
'How can I remove stubborn blotches, are the results of sun
exposure. The damaging UV rays
mascara?
Taking off eye makeup at night are present every day all throughis extremely important as any that out the year, so don't be fooled
collects in the eye can cause irrita- into thinking that just because it
tion and sometimes infection. isn't sunny you don't need a
Water-resistant mascara can be par- sunscreen.
Get into the habit of wearing a
ticularly stubborn.
For quickest results, new gels sunscreen at all times. A good one
are available. Applied to lashes for everyday use is a maximum
with fingertips and then rinsed off protection sunscreen combined
with water, the clear gel takes only with moisturizer. Available with or
seconds to remove all types of without a hint of color, the tinted
version gives a healthy glow of
mascara.
And, remember, if you wear con- color that's just right for the sheer
tact lenses, avoid using cotton balls looks of today.
On the beach, wear an SPF of at
to remove eye makeup. The tiny
fibers can fall into the eye and least 15 and avoid exposure during
the hours of 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.,
cause irritation.
'How often should I moisturize? when the sun is at its strongest and
If your skin is excessively oily, most dangerous. Protecting your
you really don't need to use any skin from the sun now is probably
type of moisturizing cream. To find your best insurance policy ror the
out whether your skin needs a future.

Today's fashion for a lighter,
sheerer makeup look has put skin
in the spotlight like never before.
Gone are the thick, cakey foundations that once covered a multitude
of sins. Deemed too artificial, these
have been replaced with airier textures... sheer foundations and gossamer powders.
A flawless, even-toned complexion that radiates good health is
° what '90s beauty is all about.
If you're loathe to go "nude" in
public, you may want to consider
your daily regimen and familiarize
1
yourself with the basic tenets of
-410,
skincare. The experts at a leading
cosmetic company's skincare instiMurray %lay or Bill Cherry proclaims the month of October as Cosmetology Month. Witnessing the signtute say even good skin can
ing is Vicki Singleton. local representatke of the National Cosmetology Association.
become great skin with a little finetuning of skincare habits. Here they
provide the answers to some of the
most commonly asked skincare
questions.
pores), non-irritating and hypo- skin cleansing and take quick 'What's the best cleaner to use?
During the winter months. our
Good old-fashioned soap and
skin is put through a rugged test, allergenic. If you have sensitive showers rather than long, hot soaks
water
is still the dermatologist's
skin,
it's
a
good
idea
to
look
for
in the tub.
undergoing extremes of hot and
cold that can see-saw in seconds fragrance-free products that won't • Minimize exposure to soap and choice, but you can use cold
sting and dry already aggravated water, which can strip away the creams and cleansing lotions if you
from 20-degrees of chilly outdoor
skin.
temperaskin's natural oils, leaving skin dry prefer. Cold creams tend to leave a
dry,
heated
indoor
air to
residue on the skin so they should
Skincare by
and flaky.
tures of 70 plus degrees.
night
and
day
• Thoroughly dry the skin after be followed with a toner (which
Winter's cold temperatures and
During the harsh winter months, washing and immediately apply a really only exists for that purpose).
low humidity rob the skin's moisWhatever form of cleanser you
ture, making skin feel dry, uncom- almost all women need to use a cream or rich; conditioning body
choose,
select one that is mild and
lotion
which
locks
in
moisture
moisturizer
for
daily, both day and
fortable and flaky. Now, more than
that is formulated for your skin
ever, is the time for the whole fam- night... even those with oily skin, up to eight hours.
who don't always need to use a • Don't lick your lips — you'll type. If you have sensitive or irriily to moisturize,
moisturizer
moisturizer
in the summer. Night- only make them drier. Carry a lip tated skin, look for fragrance-free
Which
time moisturization is especially balm or moisturizer with you • so products which are kinder to your
to use?
- Despite -what many people think, important for mature skin, which you can reapply as needed: , skin.
moisturizers needn't be fancy or gets drier as we age, especially'for- • Keep exposed skin protected *Can you overcleanse the skin?
The answer is yes. If you remove
expensive to be effeCtive. However mulated after forty. Look for & spe- while you are outdoors.
natural
oils too efficiently it can
sound,
they
cially
they
•
scientific or exotic
formulated night cream that
Indoors, lower the thermastat
all basically do the same thing... works for several hours as skin and install a humidifier to boost the cause excessive dryness and irritation. Washing your face twice a
Add moisture to and/or prevent repairs and regenerates itself while moisture content of the air.
day
is sufficient even for people
•
To
avoid
upper
we
sleep.
dry,
cracked
skin's
Your
night
cream
needn't
from.the
hands,
moisture loss
with
acne or oily skin problems.
alwayS wear gloves outdoors and
layers. What you should look for is be heavy and greasy.
*1
have
large pores. Do I need an
keep a tube of hand cream in your
a good, basic moisturizer that's
Winter survival tips
astringent?
purse,
desk
drawer
or
sports
bag.
clog
non-comedogenic (won't
• Use warm, not hot, water for
Though the claim is made that
astringents can reduce the size of
pores, this is not the case. Pores
may be made to appear smaller but
If the man in the mirror is saying have to spend the better part of an require an allergy patch test first. the effect is only temporary.
too much gray makes you look old, hour getting your hair back to its Put a small amount of the formula Astringents and toners were
original color. One instant hair col- behind your ear, where your skin is invented to remove the residue left
then it's time for a change.
There are many ways to feel bet- or can be rinsed out after being sensitive. Wait 24 hours. If you see by cleansing creams and that's the
ter about the way you look, and shampooed in five minutes. It redness or swelling, don't use the only reason most people need to
coloring your hair to get rid of gray blends away gray, leaving your product. You're not likely to have use them.
is one of the easiest. Here are ten hair easy-to-manage and natural- a reaction, but it's still better to be
However, some people may bensteps to quick, reliable haircoloring looking. Another restores gray gra- safe.
efit from using an astringent if they
from the manufacturers of leading dually while thickening and condi- -Mother word of caution: Don't can't wash up and want to freshen
use any color on your hair if your their skin or remove excess perspihaircoloring products.
tioning hair. Application is simple:
*First, choose a shade that matches just comb the product into your scalp is irritated.
strenuous exercise. If
•If you want to preview the color, ration after
your natural color. If your're in hair.
or sensitive skin, you
have
dry
you
doubt, start with a lighter shade. 'All permanent and semi- test it on a small clipping of your
using astringents.
avoid
should
*Look for convenience. You don't permanent haircoloring products hair.
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Willilatrixa

Leta Taylor
Vicki Singleton
Millie Tynes

Rebecca Graham /
Cindy Cain
Mary Bogard

1600 Dodson Ave.

I

753-8282
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Ezell's Beauty School

..

—

:MO N. -id/ .t.

ia
L to R: Carol Hill, Owner and Stylist; Lori
Falwell and Wanda Housden, Stylists.

Scruples
Paul Mitchell

National
Cosmetology
Association

601 S. 12th St.
753-5540
Open Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

---i — ).-i

BRENDA'S
BEAUTY SHOP
abdiStS:

Rallun
Jessica Nati Products
Graham Webb

THE

A

S
DESIG°

,

'Glenda Roberts •Deena Blalock
•Susi Hall
Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center

1 .,li 1.

Owners
14 Wanda Brn
ow & Brenda Lawson

753-4582

HAIll
753-MANE

Open: Mon. - Sat. 8:00 - 6:00
305 N. thh St. • Murray, KY 42071

Debbie Shapla-Owner

BEAUTY BOX

Sue Sammons
Stylist

&--

0
IVA

Pam Woods
Stylist

The Styling Salon at JCPenney
Chestnut Hills, Murray

Stylists Include:
'Sharon Kelso 'Faye Hurt 'Diane Butler
.Amy Wallis 'Freda Steely 'Jackie Spice/and
-Amy McKinney
"The latest in cuts, perms, manicures
and sculpture nails."

1304 Chestnut St.

753-7132

‘d
Tanning Bed Adilbie

.4

Open

Mon.Sat.

)
dill
"

715 S. 12th St.

-1:

."-

,.,
'41.,

753-1181

—

COUNTRY CUTS
SHOP
BEAUTY
Center St.
5th
&
Hazel, Ky.
492-8305

Now Introducing the Pour Brown
Straight Perm System

-

Murray
Beauty Salon
Members: Katherine Lax
Iva Carson - Wanda Nolan
Helen /ones - Jolene Wyatt
Beverly Warren

(Nurthside Sh. Center)
Chesnu.
t t St

753-3142

..,

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8
Thursday 8 Friday 9-8
Saturday 9-6, Sunday 1-5

STYLISTS

-,..
--"w• carry a
complete Ina
of Maxus
and Paul
/Menai' Hak
cars Products."

Pam Ruddle
LeAnn Filbeck
Melissa Chambers
Diane Dum.

Barbara Page
Valerie Boyd
Brints Wommack
Peggy Mangrum

...,,

No Appointment Necessary
or Call 759-9811

.....
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Tennessee shootings raise interest in Oklahoma fugitives
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OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) Oklahoma authorities say they have
received many tips but no confirmed sightings of two jail escapees being sought for questioning
in at least two killings.
"We've been getting literally
hundreds of phone calls from all
over the United States from people
who think they've seen the two
Oklahoma fugitives," Dan Vogel,
spokesman for the FBI in Oklahoma City, said Monday.
Michael Dale St. Clair, 34, and
Dennis Gene Reese, 31, who
escaped from the Bryan County
Jail in Durant on Sept. 19, are suspects in the killing of a Denver
paramedic and a Kentucky man.
Authorities also said they may
have been involved in two robberyshootings, one fatal, in Tennessee.
The pair also was reportedly

anything," said Tommy Litton,
chief deputy of the Gibson County
(Tennessee) Sheriff's Department.
The Tennessee robberies followed the general pattern of other
crimes linked to Reese and St.
Clair, said Police Chief Rickey

spotted in an Oklahoma City
restaurant and a/grocery store over
the weekend, siid Paul Renfrow, a
spokesman for the Oklahoma State
Bureau of Investigation.
"It appears the Oklahoma City
sightings at this very moment are
less likely, but we can't eliminate
them," Renfrow said.
Renfrow said an OSBI agent had
been sent to Tennessee to help
coordinate law enforcement agencies that are involved in the investigations there.

Coleman of nearby Humboldt,
Tenn.
The robberies occurred Saturday
at two video rental stores in rural
western Tennessee.
Clerk Kathy Stoots, 20, was
killed by a pistol shot to the head
at the J&W Video store near Milan.
The store's cash register was
cleaned out.
Tammy Tidwell, 23, was shot
during a similar robbery at a video

Tennessee authorities investigating the robberies and the slaying of
a video store clerk found no firm
links to the jail escapees and federal authorities also say they have
doubts that the shootings are the
work of St. Clair and Reese.
"We have no confirmation about

Fire destroys church's sanctuary,
off-duty firemen help battle blaze

Historical markers to be inspected
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
American Indians and sympathizers
announced Monday they would be
inspecting state historical markers
for accuracy.
In a news conference, the activists said they wanted statues, roadside historical markers and plaques
to reflect pioneer abuse of Indians.
Tom Pearce, the executive director of the Kentuckiana Native
American Support Group, said he
placed some blood onto the statue
of Daniel Boone that heralds the
entrance to Cherokee Park. That
blood "symbolized what we should
put on Daniel Boone, Christopher
Columbus, George Armstrong Custer or any other racist heroes that
our society has chosen to
immortalize."
Pearce said fttting history
straight was very important to correcting present-day problems.
"We will never do away with
racism until we're educated as to

Ford undecided on
confirmation vote
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — U.S.
Sen. Wendell Ford said Monday he
had not decided whether he will
vote to confirm Clarence Thomas
to the nation's highest court.
Ford, Kentucky's senior senator,
said after a speech here that he was
still receiving calls from constituents on the matter.
He said the calls and letters are
running 2-to-I against Thomas
since the weekend airing of a
Senate committee hearing on sexual harassment allegations against
the judge.
Ford, a Democrat, said he will
cast his vote based on his constituents' desires and his consultations with associates.

store eight miles away in Atwood.
authorities said. She was listed in
critical condition at the Regional
Medical Center at Memphis.
"Some witness descriptions of
one, maybe both men, have us
looking closely at this," Renfrow
said.
The Oklahoma fugitives already
were being sought in the death of
Denver, Colo., paramedic Timothy
Keeling, whose body was found in
New Mexico Sept. 27. His burned
pickup truck was found .in Hardin
County. Ky.
Kentucky state police have
obtained kidnapping and capital
murder warrants against Reese and
St. Clair in the shooting death of
Francis "Frank" Brady of Bards-

the true nature of racism. Racism is
caused by ignorance."
Pearce said his group will be
even more active next year, during
the controversial celebration of the
500th anniversary of Columbus'
arrival.
He says the persecution of
Indians isn't something from the
past.
"In the past 12 years, over
60,000 Guatemalan Indians have
been slaughtered there by the government there, ... the government
our government supports," Pearce
said.

Bussell becomes first
winner of new game

BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— Fire destroyed the sanctuary of
the First Baptist Church in Bowling
Green on Monday, and the city fire
department called in off-duty firefighters to help battle the blaze, an
official said.
The fire broke out shortly before
3 p.m. CDT in the church at the
corner of Chestnut and 12th streets,
said Richard Storecy., a fire inspector for the city fire department.
At one point, before the sanctuary's roof caved in, flames were
shooting 15 to 20 feet out of the
top of the building, he said.
"We really don't know at all
what happened," he said. An
investigation was under way, but
officials had no reason to believe
arson was involved, Storey said.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
western Kentucky sewing machine
mechanic collected the money he
needed Monday to buy a home that
is "three times as large as the one I
have now."
John Bussell was the first player
to win Cash Five, the Kentucky
Lottery's new $100,000 grand prize
game which pays off immediately.
Bussell, a 52-year-old father of
eight children, drove from Hopkinsville to Louisville with his wife
Ethel to receive $76,000 after
taxes.
He used a computer to make his
selection, and the winning numbers
last Friday were 11, 15, 19, 28, 33.
Cash Five drawings also are held
on Fridays. Players must match 5
of 35 numbers to win $100,000.
The Kentucky Lottery Corp. said
there was one other winning ticket
sold in last Friday's drawing. "The
ticket was sold in Clinton, Hickman County," said spokesman
Greg Donaldson. -We don't know
who has it yet and we need them to
step forward."

City Fire Chief Harold Neighbors said the blaze was brought
under control in about 3'/2 hours.
Firefighters were still at the scene
Monday night and would remain
there through the 'night. he said.
Storey said the fire was contained mainly to the sanctuary. The
sanctuary is apparently the original
structure and had several additions.
Storey said.

town, K.
Brady's body was discovered
last Tuesday and his pickup truck
was found abandoned on Interstate
65 just south of Elizabethtown.
Ky., authorities said.

At the time of the escape In September, St. Clair was awaitin4
transfer to state prison on a murder
conviction. Reese was awaiting
trial in a .strangulation and heatin:
death.

WKU president on list of candidates
for University of Central Florida position
BOWLING GREEN. Ky. (AP)
— Western Kentucky University
President Thomas Meredith is
among 30 candidate§ on a short list
of possible candidates for the presidency of the University of Central
Florida in Orlando.
According to an article appearing in the Orlando Sentinel Friday.
Meredith is among the 30 people
being seriously considered from
among a pool of 142 applicants.
Meredith said he didn't seek out
the position but was invited to vie
for the top job. He said he's been
in the same position three times
before in the time since he took

over at Western three years ago.
Meredith says he declined to
participate in each of the three previous instances. But this time,
Meredith says, he decided to look
into the opportunity.
"I felt I should explore this
option at this time," he said Monday. "This should in no w.-a
reflect negatively on the wonderful
students and outstanding faculty
and staff at Western."
According to the Orlando Sentinel, the list of candidates will be
pared down to 10 or 12 semifinalists by midnight today.

No one had determined a dollar
estimate of the damage. Neighbors
said.
The city had about 50 firefighters at the scene, about half of
whom had been called in, Storey
said. Neighboring volunteer fire
departments also sent firefighters.
he said.

HAVE YOU RENEWED
YOUR PAPER?
Due to the postage increase and supply
costs we are now only sending out one
renewal notice per month.
When you receive your subscription order
blank to renew your paper please pay no
later than the 24th of the month. This will
help keep the cost ofthe paper from going up ,
and insure you that your service will not be
interrupted.
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Aleta's Beauty Salon

••••".

"Family Haircare"
Aleta Beane - Owner & Stylist
•Perms
•Coloring

„A

.Cuts
.Sets

,

'00

c

"Ask' Us Arnerica.
We'll GroomYou
Fbr Success!'

13 810.

Jack NIcCuiston & Jeff Elder
Owners - Stylists
—

7

1

1 $2 OFF Haircut ------. '
1
himatruc '
11 & Co.

I
L
11/2 Miles N. of Kirksey

489-2401

.
Hair Designs

Expires 10-31-91

1
_J

Central Shopping Center

r

-

f*HAIR
MASTERS
We inv,ite all licensed beauticians,
'Hair
Care For The Whole Fur,:.:
, • _
to visit our
barbers and stylists .
753-6999
ii
1... f t
Murray location.
500
Maple Street
f\

-7-ieil

Beauty Supply, Inc.

200C North 12th St.

a "N•

Serving Professionals for 45 Years

759-1263

Thank you for your business!
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Judith Darnell's
Beauty Shop
Open: Wed
..
-Sat

'Specializing in Razor Cuts"
MEN • WOMEN • CHILDREN
Body Waves, Root Perms,
Spirals & PigQvback
"Just-A-Cut" $5.50
Perms Starting at $25

,_.

2 mites North of Coldwater
489-2826
Member: Judith Darnell

Men - Women - Children
Suntan Bed Available
Eyebrow Waxing

753-5902
t

Bel Air
Shopping
Center

4;')

Pat Miller, Barber/Proprietor
Never Underestiritate
The Power of Beautiful Hail'
limy'

_

COMPLIMENTARY MAKEOVER
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SPORTS

JV

Sports Writer

Pirates takes lead in NL series with 1-0 win
ATLANTA (AP) — The Atlanta Braves had their chances.
The Pittsburgh Pirates like theirs.
The Pirates got a fifth-inning RBI single by Jose Lind, and
the run stood up in a 1-0 victory as the Braves' magical season in which they rose from worst to First began to tarnish in
a series of misses Monday.
The victory sends the Pirates back home to Three Rivers
Stadium with a 3-2 lead in the best-of-7 NL playoffs. Game 6
will be Wednesday night, and Game 7, if needed. on
Thursday.
"It sounds good,— said Pittsburgh manager Jim Leyland.
"It's certainly better, going home needing only one win."
Leyland will send Doug Drabek to the mound Wednesday
against the Braves' Steve Avery, the winner in Atlanta's 1-0
Game 2 victory. Drabek, who suffered a pulled left hamstring
while running the bases in Pittsburgh's 5-1 first-game victory,
threw on the mound Monday for the first time since the injury
and was proclaimed fit.
The Pirates' chances of going home with the edge didn't
look promising after the Braves ripped Pittsburgh 10-3 Saturday in Atlanta for their seventh consecutive victory over the
East champions in Atlanta-Fulton County Stadium this year
and took a 2-1 edge.
The Pirates, however, won 3-2 in 10 innings Sunday night
on Mike LaValliere's RBI single, a game in which a throwing
error by the Braves' David Justice gave Pittsburgh an
unearned run and the chance to win.
Then came Monday's game, and again Justice played a

major sole, missing third base after apparentlx scoring Atlanta's first run, and being called out.
But Braves manager Bobby Cox isn't willing to give up just
yet.
"We on two in a row and Pittsburgh won two sir.cght. I
don't see whx we can't win two." he said.
,an do
"We've got- to win both games." said Justice
it.
But. they could have done it in Atlanta if it weren't kir...mistakes and missed opportunities in both losses. Even the sellout
crowds, with their tomahawks chopping and constant war
chants, didn't help. Nor did the list of celebrities, including
former president Jimmy Carter. or the double chops done by
actress Jane Fonda, fiancee of Braves owner Ted Turner.
In the second inning, the Braves loaded the bases with none
out against Zane Smith on a single by. Brian Hunter, a walk to
Greg Olson and another single by Mark Lemke.
It was the exact same scenario as in Game 2. when Smith
escaped the jam without a run, but wound up a 1-0 loser to
Avery.
This time, Smith struck out Rafael Belliard. Starting pitcher
Tom Glavine then missed the squeeze sign on a 2-2 pitch.
bunting belatedly at a low outside curveball and striking out
into a double play when Hinter was caught in a rundown.
'It was my fault,' said Glavine. who lost his second game
in the series despite allowing only six hits, waikinl, three and
striking out seven in eight innings.
"I missed the sign. I should have called time," s:iid Gla-

vine. "I saw Brian coming out of the corner of my eye and
planned to bunt whether I knew or didn't know (the bunt was
on). but it was a tough pitch."
Smith said he saw Hunter running and Glavine squaring to
bunt.
"Unfortunately. I was trying to throw a strike:* Smith said.
"But it did what it was supposed to do — it sank pretty good
and fortunately he offered at it."
Leyland said he had no idea the squeeze was on.
''We were fortunate that it was a bad ball and we got it by
him. We caught a break,' he said. "To me, it surprised us,
and if he had thrown a strike down the middle, they'd probably have a run for sure."
Cox thought the situation was perfect for the squeeze.
"Glayine's an excellent bunter and -Smith's a control pitcher. If he makes contact, we've got a run; if he fouls it off.
we've still got Lonnie Smith coming up with runners in scoring position. I had a good feeling."
The next crucial inning was the fourth. which had several
bizarre occurrences.
• Justice led off by reaching on first baseman Gary Redus'
Iwo-base error before Hunter was called out for interference
when he ran into catcher Don Slaught after hitting a 15-foot
chopper to the left of the mound. Olson lined to center, with
Andy Van Style making a shoe-top catch.
Lemke then grounded a single to left and Justice, stumbling
slightly as he went past third base, apparently scored when'
(Cont'd on page 11)

Lady Tigers advance to finals of tourney
Staff Reports
Murray Lodger & Times Sports

The Murray High Lady Tigers
moved into the finals of the girls
soccer tournament, where they will
face Marshall County on Thursday.
The Lady Tigers advanced with
a 3-0 victory over St. Mary, while
Marshall County downed Calloway
3-1.
The Lady Lakers will face St.
Mary in the consolation game at 5
p.m. on Thursday, before Marshall
and Murray face off in the final.
The Lady Tigers used goals from
Vanessa Sammons, Mary Catherine
Wooldridge and Sara Fitts to
advance, with Ellen Uddberg setting up two gaols and Jill Miller
assisting on the final score. The
Lady Tigers fired off 20 shots to
St. Mary's 10.
Lady Tiger netkeeper Emma
Shaw had eight saves.
Calloway fell behind 3-0 in the
first half to Marshall, and couldn't
rally in the second half.
Christy Lambert scored Calloway's only goal, an unassisted
score midway through the second
half. Lady Laker goalie Krista
Stalls had eight saves.
• • • •
In previously unreported play,
the Lady Tigers defeated Paris on
Sunday.
Mary Cathrine Wooldridge
scored the hat trick for MHS, while
Kara Gressler and Jill Miller each
added goals. Miller, Susan Krieb
and'Velissa Muscio all had assists Murray High's Ellen Lddberg, right, tries to maintain control of the ball after falling to the ground in
Monday night's 3-0 First District Tournament win mer St. Mar) at North Calloway Elementary.
on the day.

Pittsburgh's furious rally falls just short
Barely.
PITTSBURGH (AP) — For VA
Just when it looked like the
quarters. the Pittsburgh Steelers
had nothing to celebrate, save for Giants might lose the kind of game
an occasional first down. They that can destroy a season — espewere getting embarrassed big time, cially the kind of turbulent,
and the most audible sound in tension-filled season they've been
Three Rivers Stadium was that of having — they turned to ole Mr.
TV sets clicking off across the Dependable, Matt Bahr.
The Giants (4-3) took a 20-0
nation.
"Man. we were looking bad in lead, lost it to a dramatic 20-point
front of the whole country'," Barry comeback directed by, of all people, Neil O'Donnell, then won it on
Foster said.
The defending Super Bowl a 44-yard field goal by Bahr with
champion New York/ Giants, lead- four seconds left. Of the Giants'
ing 20-0 in the third quarter, were last six victories, Bahr's field goals
have decided four of them, three in
looking — well, super again.
the
closing seconds.
Only 22 minutes of playing time
Sure, the Steelers' comeback
later. following one of the most
remarkable second-half comebacks was remarkable, but so was Bahr's.
in recent NFL seasons, the Steelers Cut by the Steelers II years ago,
finally had something to celebrate. he's still in the league, mostly
because he just might be the best
The trouble was they did.
clutch
kicker in football.
ill-timed
touchan
Helped by
What worried the Giants was it
down celebration penalty, a rare
mistake by one of the most depend- was close.
"It shouldn't have been that
able kickers in NFL history and a
quarterback who didn't quit when close,— quarterback Jeff Hostetler
his counterpart got started, the said. "They gained the momentum.
Giants beat the Steelers 23-20 but we still won the game. That's
Monday night.
the kind of games you've got to

ServiCeMASTER
Carpet & Furniture
Specialists
COMMERICAL/RESIDENTIAL
ServiceMASTER of the Lakes
759-1707

win ... but we shouldn't have let it
get that close."
Dave Meggett set up /);ew
York's first touchdown with a
22-yard reception. then scored his
first career rushing touchdown on a
30-yard run and the Giants led by
20 with 7:13 left in the third period. New York had .a 3-to-1 edge in
time of possession and the Steelers
were generating about as much
offense as — well, the Pirates'
Barry Bonds, who just happened to
be in the stands.
Exit Bubby Brister. who was 6
of 16 for 97 y ards. Enter
O'Donnell, who had thrown exactly five passes in his NFL career.
"Right then, we intensified."
Foster said. "We were flat. We
were looking had. We were kind of
out of control out there and he
regrouped us, made us believe
again."
If the Giants didn•i believe they
still were in a game. they were
after two Gary Anderson field
goals and two O'Donnell touchdown passes in less than five
minutes, a 16-yarder to Louis

Lipps and a 5-yarder to Eric Green,
tied it with 50 seconds to play.
"I really felt we were going to
win the game," Pro Bowl cornerback Rod Woodson said. "We all
did.'
Except the Giants, who suddenly
realized they were headed to overtime and, perhaps, a catastrophic
loss. And the Steelers, who did
nothing right for 2V2 quarters, then
could do no wrong, did two things
very wrong.
First, they celebrated Green's
touchdown with way too Inuch
exuberance. Bad mistake, because
it cost them five yards on the kickoff. Then, Anderson, the second
most accurate kicker in NFL history. kicked the ball out of bounds
while trying to steer it away from
Meggett.
Under NFL rules, the receiving
team can take a kickoff that goes
out of bounds 30 yards from where
it was kicked off. Since the Steelers kicked off from their 30, that
gave the Giants the ball on New
York's 40.

7534503
OUR PRICES

Installation
and Service

YOU CAN'T BEAT

"Check Us Out."
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D&W Auto Glass Shop
512 S. 12th St., Murray

NFL takes
control of
Patriots
FOXBORO, Mass. (AP) — The
minority owner of the New England Patriots says the search will
begin immediately for a buyer of
the team, although the club will
remain temporarily in the hands of
the NFL during the ownership
dispute.
"We will start right away looking for a new owner," Fran Murray, who owns 49 percent of the
club, said Monday, "and we want
it to be a solid, local owner. We
want this team to go to someone
who will keep it here and take
good care of it."
Paul Fireman, head of Reebok,
reportedly has a standing offer to
purchase the team.
On Monday, Victor Kiam, who
owns 51 percent, signed an agreement that puts the NFL and Murray
in control of the team for the next
30 days.
"Everybody here with the Patriots is working to get ready for the
football game against the Vikings," Sam Jankovich, chief operating officer, said of preparations
for Sunday's game against Minnesota in Foxboro.
Jankovich said the organization
was, unaffected by the possible
changes in ownership.
Last Thursday, the league took
on the role of mediator between
Murray and Kiam. Three years ago,
Kiam and Murray signed an agreement, which stipulated that Murray
could ask Kiam to buy out his
share of the team for $38 million.
Murray claimed the buyout deadline was Oct. 10; Kiam said that
was the deadline by which he had
to announce his intentions, and
then had an additional 30 days in
which to come up with the money.
Murray threatened legal action,
but agreed the next day to let the
league office try and mediate the
dispute.
"They met our demands,"
Robert Popeo, Murray's attorney,
said Monday. "We told them we
would not go to court Tuesday
morning if (the league) took control and protected the assets, and
kept the team from going into
bankruptcy. Kiam met those stipulations when he signed the
agreement.
"The 120-day clock to sell the
team is already in motion. If Kiam
cannot come up with the money by
Nov. 9, then Murray is completely
in control and will continue to
move forward in selling the team,Popco said.
It marks the first time the NFL
has taken over a team, but league
officials reportedly did not want
the problem to end up in court.
According to The Boston Globe,
the team must sell for about S110
million for Kiam to come out even.
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Skins enjoy
perfect start
HERNDON, Va. (AP) — One
week the defense plays well,
but the next week it's the
offense. Washington Redskins
coach Joe Gibbs says that's one
reason his team is off to a 7-0
start.
"Defensively, it wasn't as
good a performance as what
we've had lately," Gibbs said
Monday while reviewing his
team's 42-17 victory over the
Cleveland Browns the day
before. "Offensively ... the
reverse. We made some big
plays and had some long
drives."
For weeks now, Washington's
defense has been the talk of the
NFL, what with its three home
shutouts. That streak ended Sunday on a fake field goal
attempt in the first period. But
Cleveland running back Kevin
Mack also rumbled for 70 yards
on the ground and gained 53
yards on six pass receptions.
"I think Cleveland had something to do" with the downturn
on defense, Gibbs said. "That
big back is hard to tackle. But
we did play better in the
second half."
Gibbs, however, believes the
real key to Washington's
unblemished record is the way
in which special teams play has
made life easier for his offense
and defense.
"They gave the offense real
good field position," said
Gibbs, who saw his team take
possession in Cleveland territory
twice and at midfield once
following punt or kickoff
returns. "When you're scoring
points ... it all depends on where you're getting the ball.
And the defense gets a lift
when the other team is back
there."
But Gibbs now has a dilema
at running back because of the
outstanding performance Sunday
of rookie Ricky Ervins.
Ervins, a third-round pick out
of SOuthern Cal, slashed his
way for 133 yards on 13 carries, all of them in the second
half after Washington saw its
lead cut to 21-17.
Ervins was ostensibly replacing injured starter Earnest Byner. But he didn't get into the
game until Gerald Riggs, Bier's first replacement, fumbled
and watched Cleveland safety
Vince Newsome return the ball
37 yards for a touchdown that
cut Washington's lead to four
points.
Enter Ervins, who started with
a 46-yard kickoff return to the
Cleveland 46. He then
19 yards on two carries in a
drive that culminated in his
12-yard touchdown run tout
Washington up 28-17. He later
added another score with a
65-yard sprint around the right
side of Cleveland's defensive
line.
"It's obvious that we have to
get him in the game ... as
much and as quick as we can
in the future, because he's capable of making big plays,"
Gibbs said Monday. "You want
to get him going.
Gibb's problem is finding a
place to put Ervins. He made it
clear that Byner, who left the
game with a severely bruised
hand, will start against the
Giants a week from Sunday in
New York.
Byner has been a workhorse
this year, carrying the bill on
nearly half of Washington's 251
running plays through Sunday's
game. Before the Cleveland
contest, Riggs had carried the
ball 47 times, primarily to give
(Cont'd on page 11)
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SCOREBOARD

Actions& Reactions

Crum hopes for rebound

JV FOOTBALL
The Murray High Tiger 9th-10th grade squad (Wonted Ballard Memorial
15-0 Tuesday. Mitch Downey scored on a touchdown and added a PAT run,
while Fred Sowerby scored on an 8-yard TD pass from Jeremiah Rayburn
with John Key kicking the PAT. The Tiger defense worked itself outself out
of bad position on a number of occasion in holding the Bombers scoreless.

BASEBALL

rt
One

one
7-0

WKMS will host a one-hour program featuring legendary sportscaster Red
Barber at noon on Thursday. The hour special NPR's World Series Special"
will be hosted by Barber and Morning Edition's Bob Edwards. The program
will feature call-in segments, and special tape highlights of Barber's first
World Series broadcast. Frank Deford, an NPR commentator and former
Sports Illustrated writer, will also contribute to the broadcast on WKMS,91.3
FM.

GOLF
Winners from the Homecoming Golf Tournament: Men's Division, Jon Walker, Kerry Creason and John Howard; Women's Division, Sue Stone, Irene
Woods and Ada Roberts; Men's Seniors, Jon Lovett, John Walker and Herb
Hurley; Mixed, Mack and Mary Bain and Bill Seale; Closest to Pin, Chuck
Foster; Longest drive, Jason Sutherland and Judy Hoffman.

BASKETBALL
The first Racer Roundball Tipoff is set for Saturday night beginning at 6 p.m.
Events included a chili supper with MSU men's basketball coach Scott
Edgar and staff at the Curris Center Ballroom at 6 p.m., giveaways and a
media 3-point shooting contest in Racer Arena (an autographed MSU team
roster will be distributed) and a practice at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are $4 and
good for admission to both the chili supper and Racer Arena and are on
sale at the MSU ticket office, Bank of Murray, Peopls Bank and Republic
Bank. MSU students will be admitted into Racer Arena with an ID. For more
information, contact Chuck Foster at 753-1893.
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Murray State senior guard Greg Armstrong, who moved from tackle to
guard last week, earned OVC Offensive Lineman of the Week honors for his
play against Tennessee-Martin. He graded out 77 percent as MSU rolled up
544 yards in total offense in a 40-34 victory.
'Eastern Kentucky tailback Markus Thomas and Southeast Missouri defensive back James Chinn have earned Ohio Valley Conference player of the
week honors for their efforts last weekend. Thomas amassed 239 yards in
22 carries during a victory over Western Kentucky. Thomas' runs included
touchdown scampers of 6, 44 and 27 yards. Chinn recorded six solo tackles,
one assist, deflected two passes and had an interception as Southeast Missouri downed Tennessee Tech for its first victory of the season. Eastern
Kentucky kicker Todd Duffy, who hit all five of his conversion kicks Saturday
to improve his career effort to 61 of 61, is the Division I-AA league's specialist of the week. Rookie of the week is Tennessee Tech quarterback Randy
Beaman, who rushed 19 times for 135 yards and passed for 44 yards and
one touchdown.

BASKETBALL
DALLAS (AP) — Dallas Mavericks forward Roy Tarpley requested a
meeting with counselors at a drug and alcohol rehabilitation clinic in Houston where he's an outpatient. Tarpley's lawyer, Jay Ethington, said the matter was not drug related. Tarpley, who has twice violated NBA drug abuse
rules, missed a-team practice and dinner Sunday, saying he was ill. Bulbs.,
refused to attend practice long enough to allow team doctors and trainers to
examine him. The next morning, Tarpley reported to practice but left early
without explanation.
A counselor at the John Lucas Treatment and Recovery Center in Houston called Mavericks vice president Rick Sund and notified him that Tarpley
had requested a meeting today with counselors "to discuss whatever problems have been on his mind," Mavericks spokesman Kevin Sullivan said.

TRACK AND FIELD
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INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Carl Lewis, unbeaten in the long jump for a
decade, and Mike Powell, the man who ended Lewis' streak with a worldrecord performance in August, were among six finalists named for the Jesse
Owens Award. The annual award to the nation's top track and field athlete
will be announced at New Orleans Dec. 6 during the convention of The Athletics Congress. Lewis, the world record holder in the 100 meters at 9.86
seconds, had a 65-meet winning streak in the long jump before Powell
leaped a world-record 29 feet, 4%2 inches in the world championships in
Tokyo. Other nominees are 1990 winner Lynn Jennings, Michael Johnson,
Jackie Joyner-Kersee add Dan O'Brien.
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NEW YORK (AP) — New York Rangers right wing Mike Gartner scored
his 500th career goal in a 5-3 loss to the Washington Capitals. Gartner, in
his 13th season, got his second goal of the season off a pass from Mark
Messier at 3:27 of the first period. Gartner, 32, scored 397 goals in 10 seasons with the Capitals.

TENNIS
LYON, France (AP) — Fifth-seeded Alberto Mancini of Argentina
defeated Christian Saceanu of Germany 2-6, 7-5, 7-6 (7-2) in the first round
of the Lyon Grand Prix tournament.

Pirates...
(Cont'd from page 10)
Barry Bonds' throw got away
from Slaught.
The Pirates, however, called for
the ball at third, claiming Justice
had missed the base. Umpire Frank
Pulli agreed, calling him out.
"It was ugly, I know, but I
touched the bag," Justice said. "If
I'd missed it, I would have stopped
right there and gone back to third."
Cox said he couldn't see the
play.
"I was 150 feet away." But, he
said third base coach limy Williams "thought he missed it. If he
hit it, he just grazed it, the top of
it. Dave thought he grazed it."
The Braves still had a couple of
opportunities left, but didn't capitalize, leaving eight runners on
base, five reaching third.
Terry Pendleton tripled with two
out in the eighth, knocking out
Smith, who issued seven hits,
walked one and struck out five. In
came Roger Mason, who got Ron.
Gant on a pop to end the threat'.
Mason got into trouble in the
ninth when Tommy Gregg hit a
pinch single with one out and
Olson followed with another. But
Lemke grounded into a forc-e4:
and Jeff Kaiser flied to right to
end it.
"You've got to get a hit, and we
didn't," said Cox. "They had a
little flare and it was the gamewinner."
Smith admitted the Pirates had
some luck on their side.
"Fortunately, we had some
weird plays happen and we had the
calls come out on our side," he
said. "I feel I'm fortunate because
it is tough to win a 1-0 game. My
last outing I gave up one run and
,
lost."

Maybe the miracles have run out
on the Braves, and it's the Pirates'
turn.
"Fortunately, we got out without
any runs, which was basically a
miracle," Leyland said.
Pittsburgh last won the NL playoffs in 1979 and went on to beat
the Baltimore Orioles in the World
Series.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
While Louisville coach Denny
Crum is cautiously optimistic about
the upcoming basketball season,
he's sure the Cardinals will be
more competitive in practice.
"Last year we had seven walkons," Crum said at media day
activities Monday. "So the problem is that they weren't as competitive in practice as they could have
been. Maybe that was the biggest
thing that kept us from being very
competitive last year."
Louisville begins practice today,
the first day allowed by the NCAA.
The Cardinals, a team crippled
when three blue-chip recruits failed
to meet NCAA admission requirements, struggled to a 14-16 record
last season. It ended the school's
NCAA-record streak of fielding 46
consecutive winning teams.
This year the Cardinals have the
standouts — Dwayne Morton, Greg
Minor and Brian Hopgood — along
with freshman guard Keith LeGree
to boost a lineup that includes all
but one of nine scholarship players
from a year ago.
The newcomers have impressive
credentials:
—Morton, a 6-foot-6 swingman,
averaged 25.3 points and 9.0
rebounds in earning Kentucky's
Mr. Basketball honor in 1990 at
Louisville Central.
—Minor, a 6-6 forward, averaged 26.8 points and 9.5 rebounds
as a Parade magazine All-American
at Washington County -High School
in Sandersville, Ga.
—Hopgood, a 6-10 center, averaged 29.2 points and 12.3 rebounds
in leading Millwood High School
in Spencer, Okla., to the state title.
—LeGree, a 6-1 guard, averaged
28.4 mints and six assists in leading Statesboro High to tho, Georgia
4-A championship. He was a Parade AllAmerican. --The only- starter gone from last
year is playmaking guard LaBradford Smith, who was drafted by the
Washington Bullets.
The returning starters include
forward Cornelius Holden. swingman Everick Sullivan kind center
Troy Smith along with guard James
Brewer, forward Derwin Webb and
forward Tremaine Wingfield, who
started at various times of the
season.
Sullivan, the leading returning
scorer with 15.6 points a game,
believes the influx of young players will take the team to a higher
level.
"We've got a lot of guys who
are talented this year," said Sulli-
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Like a good neighbor.
State Farm is there.

Good service,
good coverage,
good price-

The Murray State Racers, under
new coach Scott Edgar, began
practice this morning at 6 a.m.,
and will work out twice a day
this week as Edgar puts in his
system. See Wednesday's Ledger
& Times for a complete report.

&&&&& PAO.

That's
State Farm
insurance."

State Farm Insurance Companies
Home offices Bloomington Illtnois

Wednesday, Oct. 23
kinnesota at NI, 726 pm
Thuredey, Oct. 24
Minnesota at NI, 726 pin, .1 necessary
Saturday, Oct. 26
NL. at Minnesota, 7 26 p m if necessary
Sunday, Oct. 27
Pk at Minnesota 740 omit necessary

BASEBALL

van, who will move into Smith's
vacated spot. "I can almost promise it will be a better team than last
year's."
He said the four newcomers
"could have made big contributions anywhere. They have a
basketball maturity. I can see them
come in and play because of their
talent."
Holden doesn't think there will
be a repeat of last season with the
mix of newcomers and veterans.
"I've seen all of them play," he
said. "There is a lot of talent. With
this much talent not much bad can
happen."
The Cardinals came within one
game of playing in the NCAA tournament last March when they lost
76-69 to Florida State in the
championship game of the Metro
Conference tourney.
Crum said that while the team's
overall talent is improved, it
wouldn't necessarily gurantee
victories.
"I don't know how it translates
into winning and losing," he said.
Crum said it could turn out like
the school's football team that
coach Howard Schnellenberger said
had more overall talent than the
10-1-1 team that won the Fiesta
Bowl last season, but has struggled
to a 2-4 record this year.
- Maybe we have more good athletes, but maybe the won-lost
record won't reflect that," he said.
"We have more ability and more
experience and depth than last
year's team. I feel it should ,be a
better basketball team than last
year."

411110

PLAYOFFS
American League
Tuesday, Oct. II
iiinnesota 5, Toronto 4.
Wedneedey, Oct. 9
Toronto 5. hAnnesona 2
Friday, Oct. 11
lAnnesota 3, Toronto 2, 10 innings
Saturday, Oct. 12
Minnesota 9, Toronto 3
Sunday. Oct. 13
lAnnesola S. Toronto 5, Minnesota wins shines 4-1

COLLEGE FOOTBALL
NCAA Divieion I-AA Poll
MISSION, Kan (AP) — The top 20 learns in the
NCAA Division I-AA football poll with first-phice votes
hi parentheses, records through Oct 12. total points
and last week's ranking
Record Pts Pm

National Litegue
Wedneidey, Oct. 9
Pittsburgh 5. Atlanta 1
Thursday, Oct. 10
Atlanta 1, Pittsburgh 0
Saturday, Oct. 12
3
Atlanta 10, Pitt jr
Sun ay, Oct. 13
Pittsburgh 3. Atlanta 2. 10 innings
Monday, Oct. 14
Pittsburgh I. Atlanta 0, Pittsburgh leads sores 3-2
Wednesday, Oct. 16
Atlanta (Avery 18-8) at Pittsburgh lOrabek 15-141.
737 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 17
Atlanta at Pittsburgh 7 37 p m , 4 necessary

2
43 E
viH
N7afs
la
lytand
om
ovcamesaK
(4sn
) tucky
5
6
7
8
9
11 0
1

Northern Iowa
Sam Houston State
Middle Tenn State
Marshall
Furman
AJalambIsmaMadistasonle

1 2 NOW Hamelin,
13 Boise State
14 Delaware
15 Northeast Louisiana
16 Appalachian State
17 Westem Illinois
11141 Weber State
19 Samford
20 Miss Valley State
Mel Lehigh

WORLD SERIES
Saturday, Oct. IS
National League champion at Minnesota, 7 29 p m
Sunday, Oct. 20
NI at Minnesota. 740 pm
Tuesday, Oct. 22
Mrtnesola at NI, 729 pm

5-1-0
644
5-0-0

6
76
°
72

4
544
5-1:
°
1
4-1-0
4-1-0
5-1-0
5-1-0
1
443-

66
64
59
6
8
7
57
9
52 13
48
2
42 tit

54.4-1,1:
0
1

3
25334
3
9 t114.1

5-1-0

27

16
10

45-1
:
21°
5441
66-1-0

123
3
92
13

17
—
__.

5-0-0

2

—

Larry Krouse Insurance
105 N. 12th

759-9888

(Next to McDonald's)

Opening October 1

MURRAY TAILOR SHOP
t rate

ions Of Rii KindS

"Quality Work, Reasonable Prices"
Tammy York

floors: 9 11.111.-5 1).111.

418 Main St. it nder Frame

Magri

753.-9981

Murray State University
Center for Continuing Education /Academic Outreach

I CEA°I
THE BACHELOR OF INDEPENDENT STUDIES SEMINAR
SATURDAY, DECEMBER

7, 1991

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY

Skins enjoy...
(Coned from page 10)
Byner a breather or in goal-line
or short-yardage situations. By
contrast. Ervins had just 11
carries,
But Riggs' fumble may leave
'him as the odd man out in
Washington's two-back offense.
"Gerald has been a producuLive guy and done what we've
asked him to do, but I don't I
like him fumbling the football."
Gibbs said. "Our reason for
having Gerald is having a guy
who can move the pile ... and
protect the football."
When a veteran like Riggs
starts coughing up the
Gibbs said, "what that leads to
is a guy like Ricky Ervins,
who plays as well as he does.'

Did you leave college before completing your

baccalaureate degree?
Have you always wanted to be a college graduate?
The Bachelor of Independent Studies (B.I.S.) may
be for you.
The next B.I.S class will begin with a seminar at
Murray State University, Dec. 7. For information
and application forms, call 762-4159 or
1-800-669-7654.
Murray State University is an
equal education and employment institution.

Overstocked & Discontinued Quality Merchandise
Selling At Cost And Below!!
'Tub & Shower Units
Kimstock, White, Bone,
Fiberglass, Open Top
Acrylic, Closed Top

'152
$299

'Limited Appliances
Wall Ovens, Counter Top Units

-Light Fixtures
Chandeliers, Outside,
Ceiling & Post Lights

'Door Chimes
'Bathroom Scales
'Milwaukee Tools
'Commode Seats

Too Many Items To List!

Clearance

3
1
5

Limited Quantities
Cash Sale, Credit Cards or Checks Please!

SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.

753-3361

753-8194
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Enter Our Weekly

FOOTBALL
) CONTEST

1

:Football Feast
15 Pieces
Only

$1099

.1•Ccrhes
OFFICE PRODUCTS, INC.
516 Alain St.
753-0123
1-800-410-1414

THE BOB HARMON FOOTBALL FORECAST

2
I
I

(Thursday) Chicago

"Green Bay

20

Bears have won 10 of last 12 from Pack .nclucling 2-game sweep in 91

(Sunday) "Denver

2 All-You-Can-Eat s

All-You-Can-Eat

Pizza &

SpaGatti s

Lunch Buffets

I

I Only $599
Expires 10-29-91

!
D
pmiioit

Pizza & SpaGattl •
Dinner Buffets 1

2. Syracuse vs. Pittsburgh

1

S1

Only S6991
Expires 10-29-91 •
,

L The best pizza in town. -Heoftqt-/...1

Sunday and Monday, October 17, 20 and 21

KFC

Tackle a Pizza
i
at Gatti's!

1

11
,
••••1111,-...a----

13

Covons Not Good With
My Other Special

OB Jim Harbaugh led Chicago to 31-13 win, passing for two TDs, running for another .. 2nd win was 27-13.

> 20

Kansas City

23

in Monday niter last tall, David Treadweirs F G as time expired gave Broncos 24-23 win over Chiefs . KC.OB Steve DeBerg threw three TD passes in 2ncl meeting,Chiefs winning 31-20.

9. Phoenix vs, Atlanta
205

1. Alabama vs. Tennessee

To enter you must look at each advertisement on this page. Each ad will have the opposing teams
listed, choose the winner and-fill it in next to the corresponding number on your official entry form
"below. The person with the most correct picks will be the winner of$25 and will be announced on next
week's page. In case of a tie, winner will be decided by the one who guesses the total game scores or is
closest to it. The tie breaker is listed on the entry form. Contest is limited to one entry per person.
Employees and immediate family members of the Murray Ledger & Times are ineligible.

0,1 a Recipee or Ext.a Tavy
soye Chicken Only
Co-o"ation White/Dark Orders I
Coupon expires Jan. 7, 1992 I

BASE BAL
Supplies'
S 4th
230-7. F
Closed
753-2744

•
Houston
-- Tr' • -mita
Dolphins scared 7 in 4th quarter to prevent total blitz in last tussle with Oilers in '89, Houstor. OB Warren Moon completing 19 of 23 passes. two TDs.Oilers shellacking Miami 39-7.
"L.A. Raiders
LA. Rams
24
14

N. 12th St. Murray

'753-6656

Chestnut St.

East dealt
North-Sot

588 match-up.score was claw,Rains winning 22-17. but they dominated Raiders.defense registering nine sacks. RB Greg Bell rushing for 109 yards .. teams close, nod to Raiders.

Customer Satisfaction

Is Our Main Goal
The '92's Are In
Stop By Today
for a Test Drive!

Minnesota
"New Orleans

Tampa Bay

New York Jets

"Indianapolis

.24

Last fall. Colts extended winning streak over Jets to lour

Atlanta

20

Cards alter 4th straight over Falcons

"San Diego

Clew-Hind .

17

"San Francisco

Detroit

23

**Pittsburgh

21
.31

Cincinnati

25 Winner of Last Week's
Football Contest

Dana Sheridan
Rt. 1, Murray
Dana had two incorrect picks and won by the tie
breaker - guessing closest to the total game score- 38.

That's State Farm
insurance."
Stale Farm insurance Companies
Home Otces Bloomington Illinois

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.

Larry Krouse Insurance
759-9888

7. Chicago vs. Green Bay

sounD visions
•
tPec, gt44

753-8324

Sat., Oct. 19 - Major Colleges - Div. 1-A
Alabama ,
24
Tennessee
23
• Anzona State
24
Washington State
16
• Baylor
20
Texas A & M
17
• Bowling Green
Toledo
22
21
• Brigham Young
Hawaii
28
13
Central Michigan
26
Kent State
14
49
Florida
Northern Illinois
6
• Florida State
51
Middle Tennessee
7
Fresno State
35
New Mexico State
7
Georgia
30
Vanderbilt
8
Georgia Tech
28
South Carolina
16
• Houston
27
S.M.U.
14
• Iowa
28
Illinois
23
'Kansas
27
Iowa State
23
• Kentucky
21
L.S.U.
20
• Louisville
24
Army
13
• Michigan
33
Indiana
13
• Minnesota
24
Michigan State
14
• Mississippi State
33
Memphis State
14
35
Air Force
13
Notre Dame
33
Northwestern
10
Ohio State
24
Colorado
20
• Oklahoma
10
Rutgers
• Penn State
36
Wisconsin
• Purdue
20
22
Pittsburgh
Syracuse
28
17
'Temple
7
20
Navy
'
Texas
31
Arkansas
12
42
U.C.L.A.
Oregon State
6
21
• Utah
Colorado State
13
• Utah State
30
Fullerton State
14
• Virginia
23
North Carolina
17
/ Virginia Tech
Cincinnati
10
30
40
California
Washington
14
Boston College
West Virginia
23
21
Western Michigan
28
Eastern Michigan
12
Wyoming
New Mexico
28
7
Major Colleges. Div. 1-AA
• Murray State
NE Loutsiara
Nevada Reno
North Carolina A &
• North Texas
'Northeastern
'Princeton
Tennessee State
'Tennessee Tech
Tenn -Chananooga
Villanova
• Western Illinois
• Western Kentucky

_H1.FONICS'

ciation

St

A

FUEracon

10%

-7-

OFF

1
1

All Woofers

SPACE TIRE,

in c

1
1
1

Maio vs. Cinckinati
My Pick

1

5

6.

li

Michigan vs. Indiana

'LI
fr.rt•
•

Men's Wear & Tuxedos

,
ICtibil 41131
jr. &

Olympic Plaza

Mlssle Apparel'

753-1300

Let us help you with
all your formal wear
We can save you money
your wedding.

Wedding Gowns, Bridesmaids Dress, Accessories
15. Seattle vs. Pittsburgh

CUNNINGHAM

Instinct'
nem cal

(502)753-6448
CHRYSLER•PLYMOUTH•DODGE•JEEP•EAGLE
12. New York Jets vs. Indianapolis

PURDOM MOTORS, INC.

'41Llie_Ok
4
.
11110301

vs. Miami

Preferred drivers deserve preferred rates. Check out our MEDALIST AUTO POLICY

Holton, Melugin & Haverstock
211 S. 12th St.

Br

753-3415

State Auto
CompaniesInsurance

a•N

CLASSIC PIZZA
Pizza & Subs
Buy Any Medium or Large
Pizza and get a Stcond
One FREE!

759-1551
Central Center (Next to Biglio
Hours M.-Th. lla.m.-Midnight
Fri. & Sat. lla.m.-1a.m.

Please
Support
These
Businesses
That Help
Sponsor
These
Pages.

"Satisfied Customers Are Our Main Concern"
Hwy. 121 Bypass

Murray

753-5315

1991 Olds Bravada

$21,999

lc 1\ -\2v57320

711911-

8. New Orleans vs. Tampa Bay

•

all DRUM,

summer
eill11111,E

THIS 1

anti Su,
"nint Mc
.RI1
ser‘e al
%%ork.
derailed
pericrict.

a trip hr

(;EN
1110,10,
voII
\Like ir
\
.111,1
\
I on
X!'
\0L1. •411

tMr Tuxeclo.
"Our Name Says It Alt'

Tuxedo Rentals begin a

$35

11'
,11111,
H1111,
1111

toll••
l':(

1,111, Ii

101

including Black Designer
Tuxedo by Pierre Cardin

"We have the largest selection in town!"

NOW IN STOCK
HALLOWEEN COSTUMES
304 E. Main St.

3. Virginia Tech vs. Cincinnati

promisii
planned
June a si

Ilome
.
!educe I
tc Nutt

Hwy. 641 N.

Paducah-Mayfield-S. Fulton-Murray

fOla 1Ae
C,
MS‘Sa1
P/413. Houston

tnfluenc

Specializing in automotive
computer repairs and electronic fuel injection and now
specializing in automotive heat
and air conditioning systems.

Cain's

5 Georgia Tech vs. South Carolina

Ilt:•• anti
10 the ad

ADVANTAGE:

Entries Must Be Postmarked by Friday, Oct. 18 or In our office by 5 p.m. Fri., Oct. 18

(For)
date of bi
a minute
HAP
NfAT '
\lake "til
Your ell
nit) m ill

Auto Repair & Motor Sales, Inc,

Murray, Ky.

759-1331

To p1a
leisure is
proverb o
but the ad
in aces a
bridge.
Consid
a diamoi
South too
played a c

Call about our Wedding Specials.
Tuxedo Rentals begin at $29.99

10. San Francisco vs. Detroit

The Murray Ledger & Times
Box 1040-T 1001 Whitnell Ave., Murray, Kv 42071

Pass
Opening 1

on

All Entries Should Be Mailed or Dropped Ott At:

1406 W Main St.

The biddi
East
Pass
Pass

753-9164

Points

910.
11
12.
13
14.
15

1
1

MURRAY
BP
South 12th Street

Open Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
619 S. 4th 753-7831 Murray

Tie Breaker: Pick the exact total score

1 4

"Murray's Only
Firestone® Dealer"!

22
10
7
10
22
17
10
12
13
20
13
24
20

- OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM -

1 Name
1 Address
1 Phone

11. Buffalo vs. Cincinnati

Morehead State
• Sam Houston
• Eastern Washington
• East Tennessee
S.F. Austin
Towson
Rucknell
• SE Missouri
Austin Peay
• Western Carolina
• Delaware
Southern Minces
.-0••••
Troy

24
20
37
27
23
28
23
21
23
27
24
26
24

WEST
•K 9 5 2
K 87
• K M81
•10

Mechanic on Duty M-F 8-5

14

Bengali bounced BIlls In18 AFC Ms game 21-10. RB lckey Woods leading Cincinnati with 102 yards.two TDs .. Buffalo beat Bengals in'89.24-7.06 Jim Kelly throwing 3TO passes.

Good service,
good coverage,
good -price -

PIONCE12'

since, Opening 45-0 loss to Washington.
20

time in lour years these towns have met. Steelers leading short series 4-3 .. both barely missed playoffs last season with identical 9-7 records in respective dinsions.

(Monday) "Buffalo

502-753-5273

Behind Cain's 641 N.

FREE Car Wash
With Fill-up

17

In WA meeting in 1988. WM 20-13 loss to 49ers was their 41h in first live games of season .. '91 Lasts enjoying 5-game winning streak

Seattle

Since 1928

Next to McDonald's)

14

After five straight losses. Chargers won first two weeks ago, beating Raiders 21-13.. 0E1 Billy Joe Totem led S.D. to 24-13 win over Browns feel fall, Cleveland held 10 44 yards.

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

':5 N

17

last year. a'te' 10- to lie a the hal. Phoenix scored two TOs in second half to win 24-13.. double lateral scored final Card touchdown.
._
..
_.

LI NCOLN

•

Tune-ups - Brakes
Mufflers - Oil Changes

10

Colts rallied in both games. scoring 10 points in 4th quarter to win 17-14, scoring 19 points in 2nd had to wan 29-21.

MERCURY

.....

We Specialize in:

10

Saints have win 7 of last eight from Bum .. in '90. T.B. scored first. N.O. then scoring 35 points to win 35-7 .. Saint RB Craig Heyward rushed for 155 yards, scoring two IDs.

Pist

701 Main. St.

10

N.E. has already won rfore games than all last season.. Vke offense sputtering -69 points in 6 games.

34

"Phoenix

4. Washington vs. California
FORD

"New England

17

Vikings beat Pats in 18 gemogether. 36-6, Minn. leading 24-6 at the half

759-4073

14. Denver vs. Kansas City

MOO
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CLASSIFIEDS
02()

150

020

020

270
Home

BASEBALL Cards and
Supplies The Dugout, 616
S 4th Open M -T-T,
230 7 F 2 30 6, Sat 10-5,
Closed W & Sun
753 2744

Notice

SLOANS$ All types of loans,
personal, business, etc. Call
for free consultation with a
loan officer today.
1-800-992-8450. No credit
needed.

AURORA Pizza Magic. Delicious hand-tossed pizza,
spaghetti. Across from
Hitching Post. Dine in or
carry out Open all year at
5pm Closed Mon and
Tues
474-8 1 1 9,
1-800-649-3804

Attention
Classified Advertisers!
Dial-A-Service is for you!
Dial-A-Service is a handy clip-out section running each
Monday in the classifieds.You get a 24 display ad.regularly
priced at $9.60. for

Only $5 A Week!
weeks)
(If ad runs minimum of 13

1991 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
The Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act
has been repealed. Your
need has never been
greater for a comprehensive Medicare Supplement plan. Deductibles,
co-insurance and "nonapproved' charges can
cause your out-of-pocket
expenses to mount up.
The Part A deductible
you, or your insurance,
must pay has been increased to $628 in 1991.
For more information
call:

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199
'our 29th year of service'

Stop by our office today or call 753-1916

Storage Buildings
8x8 $600, 8)(12 $750,8x16
$900. Variety of sizes &
styles Give us a call &
our competition will tall

Contract Bridge

L.E. Williams
489-2663

Think First, Play Later
East dealer.
NortlySouth vulnerable.
NORTH
* A J 1063
V A 106
•A 7 3

another club to the ace,on which West
showed out.
This unexpected development totally changed the complexion of the
play. South could establish his clubs
by continuing the suit, but since he
4Q 4
had no entry back to his hand to cash
WEST
EAST
them, the contract was doomed.
•K52
Q 84
Despite the unlucky 4-1 club
K 87
Q 5 4 3 , division, the unhappy outcome was
•Kt0Sr5
•92- ---actually South's-own fault-Instead of
+ 10
46 .1 98 5
assuming a 3-2 club division - the
SOUTH
normal expectancy-he should have
+7
allowed for the possibility of a 4-1
J 92
break. This could have been done by
•Q J 4
winning the opening diamond lead in
+ A K 7 6 32
dummy with the ace,cashing the Q-A
The bidding:
of clubs, and continuing with a low
East
South
West
North club,discarding a spade from dummy.
I•
-Pass
Pass
Dble
East would-win,the third round of
Pass
3+
Pass
34
clubs, but could not prevent declarer
Pass
3 NT
ItiaL„.n sooner or later gaining entry to
Opening lead -six of diamonds.
his hand with a diamond to score at
least nine tricks.
To play in haste and repent at
By keeping his Q-J of diamonds
leisure is a paraphrase_of the ancient intact on the opening lead, South
proverb on the institution of marriage, would have insured the contract with
but the admonition is worth its weight a normal 3-2 club division, and at the
in aces and kings when applied to same time would have protected himbridge.
self against an unfriendly 4-1 club
Consider this deal where West led division. By taking more time at trick
a diamond against three notrump. one,South would have eliminated the
South took East's nine with the queen, possibility of later repenting at
played a club to the queen and then led leisure.
Tomorrow: Sylvia discovers a new toy.

Horoscopes
WEDNESDAY,OCTOBER 16, 1991
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based On your own
date of birth.call I -9()0-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you95 cents
a minute
:)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE sents an idea that deserves serious
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: consideration. Think about it. You
Make "service to others" your motto. cannot afford to ignore a loved one's
Your efforts to improve a commu- needs.,
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Put
nity w ill bring rich rewards. Business alliances enjoy highly favorable on your thinking cap and you will be
influences this coming winter.Listen able to overcome any opposition you
to the advice of experts but trust your encounter. Crative ideas abound! A
member ofthe opposite sex is helpful
instincts. The year 1992 will bring
new career honors. Travel looks but distracting.
promising in early spring. 8 long- I LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Pull
planned social event will make next yourselftogether and make better use
June a very special time. Investigate of your time. Contact important
an unusual financial proposal in mid- people early in the day. An investment does better than you anticisummer. August could feature a hasty
pated. Dividends arrive to improve
wedding or elopement.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON your cash flow.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
THIS DATE: playwright Eugene
( eill. actresses Angela Lansbury Something that happens today could
and Suzanne Somers, sportscaster take you by surprise. A person you
thought a permanent fixture moves
Tim McCarver.
ARIES I March 21-April 19): Ob- on. Be open to innovative ideas.
ser‘e all security rules at home and Higher-ups admire and reward flexyvork. Do not despair if a project is ibility.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
derailed. Seek advice from more experienced co-workers. Your plans for 2h: You feel a strong attraction to
someone new. Follow the dictates of
a trip bring' you great satisfaction.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): your heart. A work project should not
Home and family life are accented be postponed. Keep your mind on
today . Do-it-yourself projects can business.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
reduce household costs. Delegate a
few simple chores to small fry but be Be firm about cutting your ties to
negative people. A depressing compatient. Do not expect perfection.
GEMINI May 21-June 20): Al- panion has been dragging you down
t hough an urge to travel is strong,you for too long. You will be deeply
tt ill aCCOMpl I Sil more if you stay put. moved when someone shows afficMake maximum use of the telephone tion for you.
AQUARIUS (Jan. -20-Feb. DO:
and Lis. A timely. compromise will
help y on a% old an ugly confroma- Pay more attention to the way you
look. A polished appearance could
•
I it iii
C.V.S('ER Julie 21 -Jul v 22): If a mean the difference between getting
&sire It n pO%% et IS all that motivates a better job or standing still. Wear
situ. son will not get very far. Avoid something glamorous this evening
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
issuing ultimatums. A platonic relationship could turn romantic. Wel- Continue to follow sour present con\ 1/Ille a sectiiitichance for domestic ser% atise course. You take real delight
in doing things for those vou love.
LEO Out\ 23-Aug. 22): Get in Your high spirits prove contagious!
Maintain a positive attitude toward
it iti Ii vi ith people V4ho share your
'laciests and concerns. A child pre- your work.
11 MAY'S CHILDREN are Openly. affectionate w ith family and friends
hut sh \ and reserved around strangers. They have a strong sense of fair plav
and \NM speak up if they. see something annss. Although well-intentioned.
tIice casils distracted children sometimes need to be reminded of their
ations. Wise parents will caution theselibras not to scatter their energies
idel v. Confident and practiitil, they are quick to take charge in a crisis.
I'llt- N are able to keep calm when others panic.
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LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILERS
NO EXPERIENCE
NEEDED

ALLIANCE
RACTOR-DIALER TRANNG GENIE
LIMNOS. T N

s-

1-800-334-1203
060
-14IP
Wanted

NEED extra money for
Christmas or a speciol gift
for a special person'?'Earn
up to 50%. Join the Avon
family. Call 753-0171.
POSTAL Jobs. Murray
Area.$23,700 per year plus
benefits. Carriers, sorters,
clerks. For an application
and exam information, call
1-219-736-9807, ext
P-3482 8am-8pm. 7 days

OAK dining room suite. 4 14x60 CIMARON Trailer
chairs, brand new Underpinning. front and
back porch, service pole.
753-03-42
central HiA All appliances.
SOLID oak china cabinet livingroom suite Good conLike new $800 0130. dition 753-9551
753-4663
1992 SECTIONAL Home
3br, family room 2 baths
carpet throughout plywood
floors, storms northern
zone insulation vaulted
NEW Holland Haybine, ceilings, many extras Ni
$2,050, International rake. only $23900 Gateway Mo
$975 Automatic cattle bile Homes Ph 527 1427
head catcher,$145 Nights. LOCAL Trades Over436-2556
stocked 10's 12's 14's and
doubles Some in need of
repair Prices starting at
$1495 Gateway Mobile
Homes. Ph 527 1427

THE Courier Journal is
looking for self-motivated
individuals in the Murray
area to deliver paper
routes. Must have reliable
transportation and cash
bond. Interested? Call DaHussey, FOR Sale Solo Flex mayid
1-800-866-2211
chine w/all attachments in
WENDY'S is now hiring for new condition but for
all positions. Must be able $100 s less 753-8291
to work weekends,day shift
210
and night shift Apply in
person on Mon,Tues, Wad,
Firewood
Oct 14-16; between 2-5pm
Chestnut, Murray Ask for
Oscar.
DON'T wait until winter to
get wood. We will cut and/
or split your wood for you
now. Ask for John.
759-9710_
• --WANTED Alterations to do FIREWOOD,green or seain my home. Experienced soned. 753-5476.
alteration lady new to the
FIREWOOD 436-2744
area. 753-1379.
HOUSECLEANING, Mur- A FIREWOOD for sale
ray & surrounding area, ex- 437-4667
perienced, reliable. Prefer
220
4-6 hours, 1 or 2 days per
week. 437-4928
Musical
HOUSEKEEPING, call
Rhonda at 759-9668. Have NICE upri-ght P- iano" Made
of cherry and oak wood.
references.
S300. 753-9772, 753-6887.
WILL sit with the elderly or
sick. Call 753-4590 for PIANO tuning and repair
759-9661
information.
MASTER RESOUND
WILL strip tobacco
CORDING 16-Tracks, al753-1733
bums, demos, sound
jingled, Benton, KY,
tracks,
110
527-0453
Instruction
TRUCK-Driver Training
School. Immediate lob
placement. Call Tim
502-472-6428

DEBIT Card Coordinator.
Duties & Responsibilities:
Managing the day-to-day
operation of our meal acsystem;
cess
i.d./photo-taking for university -,community; training
personnel; system management; hiring student
workers; trouble shooting
problems with the system;
and developing marketing
materials. Must be willing to
work flexible hours and
coordinate paper flow with
other areas across campus. Qualifications: High
school degree required.
B.S. degree preferred.
Strong people skills a must.
PC use and experience
necessary. Experience
with any type of large volume food service operation
helpful. Salary: $13,587;
10-month contract. Starting
Date: As soon as possible.
Send Resume to: William J.
Benriter, Director of Food
Services, Murray State University, Murray, KY 42071.
MSU is an equal
opportunity/affirmative action employer.

To Buy

Want

ENERGETIC, part-time
cook and cleaning person
for Wisehart's Grocery in
Midway. Apply in person
after 2pm. Mon-Sat.
FULL-TIME Service Station Attendant. Must have
knowledge of automobiles.
Reply to P0, Box 1393,
Murray.
LABORERS. Full-time,
general help to $14/hr
1-800-551-1738.
MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITY Will you cam
$20,000-130,000 this year and
more in future years? International Company in its 8th
decade of growth needs three
sales representatives in this
area. Are you: Sports.
Minded. Goal-Oriented, Ambitious, Bondable with good
references? If you qualify,
you will be guaranteed: 2
weeks expense paid training,
Guaranteed income to start,
Complete benefit and retirement package. Unlimited
earning potential and advancement possibilities await
you. Act today for a secure
tomorrow.Call Noel Hutcherson at 753-5353 on Tuesday
and Wednesday (Oct 15 and,
16)from 10am-6:30pm for an
appointment and a personal
interv iew,

ANTIQUES by the piece o
collections. Call 753-9433
after 5pm.
CASH for mobile home
tires $7-$12 each.
527-2932
PALLETS, 40x48
436-5430

Artkise
For Sale
200 AMP utility service
pole, $125. 753-4481.
BEAUTIFUL Diamond Solitaire Ring. Over 'A carat
set in 14kt gold. Good clarity, good color, good quality. Retail value $1200, will
sell for $600 OBO. Also,
heart Shaped ring, 7 diamonds set in 14kt gold
Very dainty, never worn.
Retail value $299, will sell
for $50 OBO. 753-4977 after 5pm or leave message.

CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
recently bought a fine
stamp collection, 'U.S
blocks and plate blocks.
Excellent U S and foreign
coins also available along
with silver dollars, proofs
sets, coin and stamp supplies. If we don't have it,
we'll order it. We buy coins
and stamps and appraise
estates. Visit us at Book
Rack (Dixieland Shopping
Center, Murray), Treasure,
House (Southside Manor,
Murray), Ox-Yoke Antiques
(Hazel)and Mercantile(Aurora). 753-4161.

2BR brick duplex edge of
town 753-4109

SALE SALE SALE Closeout on all 1991 models We
are ready to deal trades
welcome Example 16x80
2br. 2 bath, as low as
$16,900 with payment alp
proximately $200'mo
Gateway Mobile Homes,
Benton KY Ph 527-1427
SMALL mobile home Refrigerator stove, at some
furniture included $3850
437-4931
USED 70x14 Sunshine 2br
frt kitchen, large rooms
storm windows, northern
insulation package Excellent condition Only $8995
Several other 2-3 bedrooms to choose from
Gateway Mobile Homes,
Ph 527-1427

Mobile
Homes For Rent
28R central gas heat. cen
hal air. Appliances and wa
er furnished $200 Cole
man RE_ 753-9898

DAISY Grooming. Saturday. by appointment.

753-7819
TWO duplexes for rent. 2br,
2 bath Appliances and
MINIATURE Pinchers,
microwave furnished One
ears cropped, westies,
has small storage area. $150-250. S/W health
Available Nov 1 $475/mo. guaranteed.
No pets 1 year lease re- 9 0 1 - 6 4 8 - 5 6 9 7
quired. 753-2905
901-352-2433.
PEG'S Grooming
753-2915.
1BR house wiforrnal dining
in town $225/mo Coleman
RE 753-9898
2BR house in Almo
753-8101 lpm -9pm

PEK-A-P00 male, $100.
White cockatiel, $25. Gray
cockatiel, $20 759-1322
after 4pm.
POODLE puppies AKC
$125 and up. Paradise
Kennels, 753-4106.

3BR, gas heat $300/mo
deposit 753-9826
VACANT 3br brick house
with basement, $350/mo
Also, 2br apartment
$200/mo 753-5292
370
Livestock
& Supplies
FIVE open heifers Mixed
breed 901-479-0444 after
7pm

Public
Sal*
FARRIS Auction Company
W. Dan Farns, Auctioneer,
P.O. Box 149, Hazel, KY.
(502) 492-8796/8795. We
appraise and sell it all
/30

Real
Estee

HUDSON Company. Sad- 4th STREET South. 110ft
dles, Bridles & Horse sup- frontage, commercial
plies. 753-6763 or w/2480 sq.ft. building. Plus
additional building, 1920
753-4545.
sq.ft. Bob Perrin Real Estate. 759-1881.

AKC puppies Various
breeds 615-746-5355

280

AKC, registered_ _red.. Toy
Dachund puppies.
$100/ea. 901-352-2416.

HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home.
Classes or private lessons.
Serving Murray for over
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br, 12yrs. 436-2858
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753-5209

Ii

AVON Representatives
needed. Up to 50% commission. Small investment.
Free jewelry with act DOOf
to door unnecessary. Assist. Mgr. 1-800-866-2243.

Apartments
For Rent

!kW
Home For We

Rollo

." Node*

Hoek
Homo Lots For Root
MOBILE Home Village
$70/mo. Includes water,
garbage pick-up Coleman
RE. 753-9898.

BOB HALEY, Real Estate
Sales and Appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651
or 489-2266
BUILDING and lot only.
Commercial 3780-scifft. on
ground floor 1550 q.ft
upstairs storage Well insulated with central heat Located 643 N 4th This
building would be ideal for
cabinet shop or retail store
753-9400 after 8pm

BUYS ARE
WAITING...
IN THE CLISSNEDS!
Whether you're in the
market

for a

washing

set,
you'll find it in

machine or a gym
ian

Business
Bent*

the

Murray

FOR Rent on 12th Street.
Commercial building.
$400/mo. New heaVair and
electrical Zoned Right'
Lots of parking 753-3966
after 5pm
120

Apartments
For Rent

LATE Model 9.9 Mercury
motor, $650 0130 1960
Buick LeSabre Sedan
$1000 OBO 436-2946

1, 2, or 3 BEDROOM turn
ished apartments near
MSU 753-6111 days o
753-0606 nights.

TOPSOIL - pickup or we
deliver 753-0277 or
759-1090. Welch Sand and
Gravel Hwy 641N Almo.
Ky.

1BR $1 75/mo 2Br,
$215,rno 3Br farm house
$275 mo No pets deposit
required 753-8848 before
8pm

2bedrm apts,
TOP Soil, good rich dirt. NOW renting
Apts
Embessy
Call
Ideal for yards and plant
beds. 759-1828, 753-2446 753-3520
Bogard Trucking & Exca- SUNNY 2br apt waft,
vating Inc
washer/dryer, refrigerator,
stove Private parking Gas
heat and water included in
DP Electric Treadmill Like
rin
$325/mo rent 759-4923.
new, $150. 354-9005
Business
Services
TAKING applications for
FOX Fire fireplace insert.
PRIVATE Investiggitor section 8 rent subsidized
$200. 474-2336.
D B.A. Confidential Investi- apartments. 1, 2 & 3 bedNEAR New Channel Mas- gations,
Southside Shop- rooms. Apply Hilldale Apts
ter TV antenna. 150" rotar ping Center, Suite
*102, Hardin. Ky or call
w/360 degrees control plus Murray. 753-2641
502-437-4113 EHO
50ft co-ax cable and 20ft
mast. $150. 753-1319

Terry
Tatlock
Licensed
Agent

MAMIR MEDICAL INSURANCE
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
We represent several of the top rated
companies including; Continental General, CNA,Employers Health, ICH, Principal Mutual, Travelers, Union Bankers &
Washington National, to give you the best
possible rates and benefits. For "Top
Companies and, Top Service" contact
Terry at: 753-4199

McConnell Ins. Agency
Hopkinsville Fed. Say. Bldg.
7th at Main, Murray, Ky.

RESTAURANT Equipment, dishes and utensils
1319 Wood East, Paris,
TN 901-644-0187.
TABLE saws. $75/up. G.E.
Dishwasher, $100. Whirlpool dryer, $100 Push
mowers,$40 759-9831 before 5pm, ask for John
TINTED glass mini blinds
used windows & doors
436-2484

Appliances
GE washing machine, used
very little. 753-0076.
WHITE refrigerator,
washer, dryer • and stove.
354-8528
150

Just A Few Reminders...

How
Furrilshkigs

As we are nearing the end of our "garage sale season."

COUCH, 2 matching
chairs. Excellent condition
753-1769.
FOR Sale-Reasonable
Pricet. Dining room suite.
inckides table, 5 chairs,
buffet and 4 plate china
cabinet Also for sale, complete set of line china in
Spring Meadow pattern.
Call 759-9215 or 753-3635
before 9pm for appointment IO SEM

13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. NEED a job? A
GED? Hope for the future?
You may quality if:'You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma; You are
between the ages of 16 &
21 We are an E 0.E This
project is funded by the
LIGHT blue loveseat. $30
Western Kentucky Private
Wicker loveseat and table,
Industry Council- J.T P A
$25. 753-3545
Call JTP A Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 , METAL bed frame, white
$25 759-9905 after 5pm
8a m -11 .30a m

For best results your ad should appear in the newsPaper the day prior to your
sale. Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Monday Edition
Tuesday Edition
Wednesday Edition
$

Friday 3 p.m.
Saturday ,t0 a.m.
Monday 3 p.m.

Thursday Edition
Friday Edition
Saturday Edition

Tuesday 3 p.m.
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Thursday 3 p.m.

Ads do have to be paid in advance and are $7.50 per day.
For assistance call. 753-1916 or come by

Murray
hi
Ledger & Times Classified Department
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
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Real
Estate

and
KOPPERUD REALTY of- TOP dollar for junk cars
fers a complete range of trucks Free pick-up
Real Estate services with a 759-4805 or 436-5322
wide selection of quality
dein
homes, all prices
Used
753 1222, toll free
1-800 251 HOME Ext
711L
SMALL acreage mini-farms
and lots for tiailers
489-2161 after 6pm

Lots
For Salo
60 LOTS to Choose From
in subdivision adjoining city
limits West of Gatesborough City water, sewer,
gas and cable Under;round
utilities
$ 1 0 000 $ 1 . 0 0 0
753-5541
ONE lot. Bee Creek, city
water & sewer One lot Hwy
94 East city water 37
acres on Hwy 614 11 acres
on Hwy 614. tobaoco barn
Two lake front lots Hwy
444. Pine Bluff Shores. 17
lots LBL. Barkley Lake,
Hwy 68, Trigg County
753-5200
PRIME lakefront lot
Wooded and ready for the
perfect lake hideaway For
sale by owner 753-3913
TWO
acre lots Underground utilities elec , gas,
sanitation city cable Prime
location 759-4871
WOODED lots in Lynnwood Heights Subdivision 3 3 miles west of Mu;ray _ Hard surfaced roads,
City water natural gas. cablevision reasonably restricted for cottage only
753-5841 or 753-1566
460
Homes
For Sale
2BR Cabin in bakeway
Shores Good lake view
Price reduced to $14,500
901-584-8882
2 BRICK Duplexes Westwood Dr 2 good size bedrooms, nice, W/D hook-up,
new wallpaper, central
electric 753-8859
313R, 2 bath 3 miles East of
town 1750 sq. ft Livingroom diningroom, oak cabinets, ceiling fans. Beautifully decorated 24x24 detached garage $53.000.
753-0954
3BR, 2 bath, frame home,
gas heat with approximately 5 acres. Located off
State Line Rd in Henry
County. TN Approximately
17 miles from Murray and
11 miles from Paris Priced
reduced to $37,100 Call
John Downs at MTG Real
Estate for more details.
753-4000
A REDUCE D Quick Sale by
Owner Spacious courtyard stone enclosure
small greenhouse, orchard
wapples peache
S.
damsons, b
es
blackberrie
rnes
gooseb
grapes
SCLI
and kiwifruit
As
bed 20x100
arden 3Br, 2 bath
la
den Kitchen and family room summer kitchen
utility room 6 closets, cenea, RA on 1 acre $50's
492 8193
BY Owner. Country living
inside city limits Large 2
story exec home, 4br
greatroom wtbeam ceiling,
fireplace, dmingroom
letcher, breakfastroom
27, path, utility room, large
2 ',c.* garage screened in
porch loads of storage
space Acre lot on dead end
street 753-4023 after
5 30pm
APPALACHIAN Log Structures Model home now
open on Hwy 280E (Potter
town Rd) For information
and appointment call
436-2040
IT'S Al! Here 3br, 2 bath, 2
car garage Sunny deck
central(gas) heat and cool
ing Bob Perrin Real Estate
759 1881
NICE 3br, 1 4 bath home
on l'e acre Has outbuilding and new septic tank
Price reasonable
437 4244 anybme
1.
POSSIBLE Owner Financing 4Br 3 bath home on
Plainview Dr $105.000
753-0724
470
Motorcycles
1988 HONDA 200 four tax
4 wheeler Good condition,
tires like new Great for
deer season $1100 OBO
753 9771 if no answer
leave message
da0
Auto
Services
NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 1215
753 5500

USED
CAR
LISTING
PROC RA NI CARS
1991 Cadillac
Sedan Deville Blue exterior w/
blue leather, 16,000
miles Fully
equipped.
1991 Chevrolet
Corsica - 2 to
choose from. Auto.,
A/C, AM/FM stereo.
1991 Oldsmobile
Cutlass Cierra V-6, auto., power
door locks, power
windows, 13,000
miles
TRADE-INS
1990 Chevrolet
G20 Conversion
Van - 9,000 miles,
all power, custom
paint extra.
1989 Dodge Dynasty LE - FW
power, sunroof,
27,000 miles, 1
local owner.
1989 Cadillac
Seville - Lt. rosewood, all the buttons, 41,000 miles
1989 Oldsmobile
Delta 88 Royale 25,000 miles, 1
owner, new car
trade, charcoal grey
with grey cloth,
clean.
1988 Oldsmobile
Cutlass Supreme
Coupe - V-6, A/C
automatic, AM/FM,
1 owner, local
trade-in. Good
clean car.
1988 Chevrolet
S10 • Dark blue,
2.5 liter, 5 sp., A/C,
47,000 miles. Sharp
truck.
1987 Oldsmobile
Delta 88 Royale Full power, maroon
w/ burgandy, cloth.
Local owner tradein.
1989 Mercury
Sable GS - 6 Cyl.,
auto., all the buttons, alloy wheels,
AM/FM cassette.
This is going to
make someone a
good car.
1986 Oldsmobile
98 Regency - Locally owned, buckskin exterior w/vrine
cloth interior.
Sharp car.
1985 Buick
LeSabre Ltd. Silver w/blue interior, full power, 1
owner. Super clean.

1980 FORD 4-Door. LTD
Clean and in good condition with all the extras $795
or will trade. 759-1922
1981 CHEVY Chevette
Air, am/fm cassette Runs
great $700 435-4447
1984 CAMARO Z-28 Excellent condition Loaded
new tires Must sell
753-3532

1985 BUICK Century
Loaded, g•••
hi •
SO-U

1986 GMC Suburban
Loaded, towing package, in
excellent condition 1666
Ryan Ave

1986 HONDA Civic DX.
527-1440 before 2pm,
Mon -Fri. 437-4534
weekends anytime.

1987 DODGE Power Ram
50, 4x4, 5-speed, tan,
49,500 miles, a/c, stereo
cassette, bed liner. Sharp.
$5500. 492-8899.

600 Tyson Ave.
Hwy. 79 - South
Paris, Tennessee,
642-3900 or .7
1-800-325-3229 7-

Miller Furnaces and Air
Conditioning
Ph. (502) 492-$458

Hwy. 641 5, Hare!
Best Prices
*Quality,Results*

DAVIDSON Roofing New
roofs and repairs Tear offs
and re-roofs Written guarantee. Local references
753-5812

Roy Hill
Backhoe Service

Specializing in
*Septic Tanks
•Sewers
•Foundations
•Hauling, etc.
(502) 759-4664

1986 29ft HOUDAY Rambler Alumi Lite XL Trehrel
trailer, microwave, awning,
stereo, loaded. Very dean,
excellent condition Must,
see. $10,500. 753-1140.
POP-UP Camper, sleeps
six, stove, refrigerator.
Good condition. $600
OBO. 759-9831 before
5pm, ask for John.
520
Boats
& Motors

75HP EVINRUDE outboard motor Excellent
Condition $700. Call
James at 435-4425.
TWO 17ft boats, $495/ea
One 17ft boat, motor and
trailer, $2500 OBO $3000
takes all three 759-9710,
ask for John

ABLE services Roofing,
fencing, painting, plumbing, electrical, hauling, tree
work, landscaping. All around handy-man Free estimates. 436-2868.
ALL type odd jobs. Need
work done before winter
catches up with you? We
seal blacktop driveways
Robert Prescott, 753-9504

GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-2642
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing, vinyl siding, painting. Free estimates 18
years experience Local references 489-2267.
GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate.
HADAWAY Construction .
Home remodeling, painting, waHpaper, carpentry,
floor covering. No job too
small 436-2052.
HANDYMAN will do plumbing, electric and carpentry.
Reasonable rates.
753-9838.
HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, mowing. Free estimates. 759-1683
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears: TVA approved.
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate.
KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgrain formica, all colors. Free estimates Wulff's Recovery
Murray. 436-5560.
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning.
For all your carpet and upholstery cleaning. For a
tree estimate call
753-5827. Satisfied
references.
A LICENSED electrical
contractor: JAMES C. GALLIMORE ELECTRIC. Commercial and residential, fast
courteous and efficient service. 759-1835.

MACHINE Quilting, beautiful overall designs, Filler
and thread furnished. Also
seamless lining available
Shirley's Custom Quilting
LICENSED for electric, 753-3498
gas, refrigeration. Installation and repair. Free esti- MURRAY Fence Co. Chain
link fence, dog kennels, remates 753-7203.
sidential, commercial. Free
FENCE sales at Sears estimates. 753-9785 or
now. Call Sears 753-2310 753-3254.
for free estimate for your
needs.
DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761

PAINTING-Interior and Exterior Free estimates
Small repairs Reasonable
rates 753-6844
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
PLUMBING - Free estimates. Affordable rate
Same day service. All work
guaranteed. 492-8816
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete. Free estimates Call
474-2307
ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel, sand, dirt, driveway rock 753-454 5,
753-6763
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674
SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings. Larry
Chrisman, 492-8742.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment including,
60ft. aerial trucks and brush
chipper. To assure a safer
operation at a lower competitive 'cost. Free estimates without obligation.
Day or nite, 753-5484.
T.C. Dinh Repair and Maintenance. Electrical- Cleaning Sewer. 1210/1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office,
753-0606 after 5pm
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. .Licenced, insured. Estimate available
759-4690
VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15; most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street,
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon.-Fri., 753-0530

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by & see our showroom
409 SUNBURY.MURRAY (Refund Bunny Bqoaci,
753-5940

Mathis Transmission

Service
624 N. 4th St., Murray

753-6374
Specializing in front wheel drive,
overdrive, automatic & standard
transmissions.
We Service What We Sell
* FREE ESTIMATES *
12 Month 12,000 Mile Warranty

Smith
Masonry
Block, brick, stone, complete foundation,
concrete work,sidewalks & patios covered
with brick. Fireplaces a specialty.
15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.
Call 527-8275 or 489-2149
For A Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work

WILL do yard work of any
kind. Also, wood for sale.
759-4401. Ask for John.

IDoors open

APPLIANCE -REPAIR

WILL do plumbing, installation and repairs All guaranteed 753-4355

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
*All Repairs Are Guaranteed

DIAL Builders. No job too
small. Remodeling, pole
barn, additions and new
home construction.
436-5272.

753-5341 or 753-1270

SteeleaAlibritten, Inc.
CALVIN

DAD I
A BED1
STOP

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 19, 1991
10:00 A.M.• RAIN OR SHINE
J. LAWRENCE VAN CUSTOMIZING

at 6,001

Knights of Columbus Hall
mile

ALL PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY
Murray
153 0466 P.O Box 1033

RBURY HOME
s, 2 baths, greatroom with
itchen with large dining area.
throughout. $96,000. MLS 2747

opperud Realty
753-1222

READY FOR FULL-TIME R.V.
1990 Fully Equipped 33' Holiday
Rambler XL
Like new inside and out. All for $47,000.
Call 901-644-9895 After 5 p.m.

DAVID SMITH
Construction
New Homes
Residential - Commercial
Additions - Metal Pole Barns
15 Yrs. Experience • Free Estimates
Route 1, Box 1390
Benton, Ky. 42025

PHONE:
502-437-3026

CATHY

THIS15
DUE OP

B111110N, KENTUCKY
MAIN STREET • US 641 NORTH
El VALUABLE REAL ESTATE
El C-2 COMMERCIAL ZONING
El HOT SPOT LOCATION
El TREMENDOUS TRAFFIC COUNT
E SELLING REGARDLESS OF PRICE

$5,000.00 DOWN,!MINCE IN 30 DAYS!
REAL ESTATE SELLS AT IMO A.M.

11 Main

In 1976
flees, Dem
Houston.
In 1989
Howe's sc
ton Oilers
Ten yea
phia, Presi
on Third 1
ees won th
three of t
Five yet
ionship as
the Bostor
California
One yea
recipient
Act, whict
scrapped.
Today's
historian
Chrysler cl
director Pe
player Ros
of York (
Thought
are." —
(1858-191'

PAINTING interior and exterior. Quality work. Over
20 years experience. Ralph
Worley. 759-4555

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00

BEA
Three 1
bric

lorium ag

Service on all brands: window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges.

GAS Work. Natural and LP_
New installations and service Licenced and bonded
For your safety, have your
gas furnace or stove serviced and inspected before
winter Carter Service
Company, Ercel and Phillip
Carter. 753-4684

KY 94 welt to Johnny Robertson Road,
south to Sq. Hale Road, right on Sq. Hale Road

Peppers
(Ft)

BACKHOE Service- ROY
HILL. Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc. 759-4664

CUSTOM Window Tinting.
500
"All types of windows."
Used
Homes, businesses, cars.
Trucks
boats. Fade/scratch resis
1987 CHEVY S-1 0, tent. Free estimates, very
4-speed. Very good condi- reasonable. Call anytime
tion. $3750. 492-8282 after 762-2806, 762-3341.
59m.
1987 CHEVY,Iwb, p/b, p/s,
at. 59,400 actual miles.
753-3404; after 6pm
436-2243.

1987 PROCRAFT 1780V
Bass Boat. 150HP Mercury
outboard, loaded. Must
sell. $7000 OBO. 759-9831
before 5pm Ask for John.

PM-Mg
'The only deal in town."

APPLIANCE SERVICE.
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 30+ years experience Bobby Hopper,
436-5848.

BACKHOE service. David
Burkeen. Septic systems,
basements, foundations,
driveways, gravel, dirt,
1989 DODGE Daytona. sand, mulch, rip rap plac37,000 miles. Mint condi- ing. 474-2103.
tion. Moving, must sell. BLOCK, brick, concrete fin$8300. 753-9553 after ishing. Basements footings, garages, drives,
1989 PONTIAC 6000 LE. walks. 30yrs. experience.
White w/black moldings. 13yrs. in Murray area
$5500 OBO or trade for 753-5476 Charles Barnett.
camper of equal value. BUILDER, new homes, ad753-8965 after 4pm
ditions, framing, remodel1989 RED Beretta GT. V-6, ing, roofs, speciality solar
29xxx miles, loaded. green houses and homes.
Fall special 24x24 garage,
753-0385.
$5555. Tripp Williams,
87-91 AUTOMOBILES No 753-0563.
$S down-No credit check. BULLDOZING and backMake low monthly payments. hoe. 354-8161 after 5pm.
1-800-365-4714, 24 hrs.
Financing available.
ALPINE AM/FM Com- CHIM Chins Chimney
pact Disc in-clash $399.99. Sweeps has 10% senior citiSunset Boulevard Music. zen discounts. We Sell chim15yr. Anniversary Spe- ney caps and screens.
cial. Sunset Boulevard 435-4191.
Music. Dixieland Shopping Center, Chestnut St. CHIMNEYS 'R Us. Chimney Sweeps. Specializing
753-0113.
in fireboxes, chimneys,
CAR Stereo Installation dampers,general home im753-0113. Sunset Boulevard provements and repairs All
Music Murray's Alpine Car work guaranteed. Call Tim
Audio Specialist, Dixieland at 753-7350.
Center, I block from MSU
donns.
CLEANING in and around
Murray. Years of experiGOVERNMENT Seized ence, references supplied
Autos. Vans, trucks, im- 753-2469 or 623-8955.
ports, sport cars. Direct to
you-From $100. Call toll CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
free now. 1-800-252-6825. and Coding Service. ComFor buyers guide to local plete instaNation and service. Call Gary at
sales.
759-4754.

1983 Ford
Thunderbird - V-8
auto., A/C., 93,000
miles. Real clean
older car.

o=,IT

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers. Most parts
in stock, on my truck. All
work and parts warranted.
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455,

1988 MERCEDES 190E.
Excellent condition. New
tires. $20,500. 442-2786;
442-7006 after 5pm.

1965 RUNABOUT in good
condition with 75hp Evinrude OB in excellent condition. $1000. Call James at
435-4425

Chevrolet.
Oldsmobile
Cadillac-Geo, Inc.

Giro Year Maas Hew Al
Whole New Look
We Do Cleaning
& Painting
Build Roofovers, Storage
Buildings & Deck,
Install Combo,Suiglt- &
Patio Doors, K ROI\ &
T-1.ok Vinyl Skirting
White & Silier R,,of
tcri,
Coatings &
8r lntenor Windo%s
See Ls For All Your
Mobile Home Nee..i,

ANY remodeling, painting
& roofing. References
759-1110.

5pm

Services
Offered

* Four Star *
Mobile Home
Parts & Service

ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance, etc Free estimates
489-2303.

after

530
Serrkes
Offered

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying. Free
estimates. 753-0906 after
5pm; 759-9816, 753-0495

1984 PINTO, red, air,P/S
P/B, good work car
436-2920 after 4pm

1984 Chevrolet
S10 Extended Cab
4x4 - Tahoe pkg.,
power windows,
power door locks,
red & white. Ready
for winter.

1987 Chevrolet
Astro CL - 7 passenger, captains
chair, power windows, power door
locks, 4.3 liter,
auto. Sharp mini
van.

slo
Services
Offered

Auto
Services

Today i!
left in th(
Today's
In 194!.
executed.
In 1946
before he
In 1951
Lucille
In 1966
Departmer
In 196S
including

ObiHN I
STILL alC

CUSTOM VAN ACCESSORIES: Venetian Blinds
Motor_ Covers • Sun Visors • Fender Flares •
Ladders • Tire Racks • Windows • Roof Racks •
Running Boards • Solid Oak Trims Portable TV's •
Wall Caddies • Consoles • Bucket Seats'Bench
Seats Factory Take Out Seds • Several Rolls Of
Various Colors Interior Fabric • And On And On ...
SHOP ITEMS; Blackhawk Model 94051 Dozer
Portable Body And Frame Straightener • Several
Floor Jacks • 5 Horse 2 Cylinder Air Compressor
With 100 Gallon Tank • Paint Spraying Equipment •
Air Tools • Air Stapler Tow Bar• Roll Around Tool
Chest And Cabinet • Saws * Sanders Buffers •
And On And On...

* CONSEW MODEL 206RB-1 ELECTRIC
COMMERCIAL SEWING MACHINE
*AIR POWERED MODEL 5PA HANDY
BUTTON MACHINE
OFFICE EQUIPMENT; File Cabinets • Audiovox
Transportable Cellular Phone'
SEVERAL CHEVY & DODGE VANS, SOME
NEED REPAIR,SOME ARE FOR PARTS
12' X 45' OFFICE OR STORAGE TRAILER
BLUE BIRD BUS DESIGNED AS MOBILE
WAREHOUSE
15' SELF CONTAINED CAMPER TRAVEL
TRAILER

COMPUTE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SAW

JAMES R. CASH
The AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM, KENTUCKY
(502)623-8466 OR (502)623-6388
FAX 8(502)623-8885
CONTACT AUCTION CO. FOR DETAILED BROCHURE

PEANUT
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Today in History
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Looking Back

Today is Tuesday, Oct. 15, the 288th day of 1991. There are 77 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
In 1945, the :former premier of Vichy France, Pierre Laval. was
executed.
In 1946, Nazi war criminal Hermann Goering poisoned himself one day
before he was to be executed.
In 1951, 40 years ago, the situation comedy "I Love Lucy," starring
Lucille Ball and Desi Amaz, premiered on CBS.
In 1966, 25 years ago, President Johnson signed a bill creating the
Department of Transportation.
In 1969, peace demonstrators staged activities across the country,
including a candlelight march around the White House. as part of a moratorium against the Vietnam War.
In 1976, in the first debate of its kind between vice-presidential nominees, Democrat Walter F. Mondale and Republican Bob Dole faced off in
Houston.
In 1989, Wayne Gretzky of the Los Angeles Kings surpassed Gordie
Howe's scoring record of 1,850 points, during a game against the Edmonton Oilers.
Ten years ago: In an address to the World Affairs Council of,Philadelphia, President Reagan extolled the virtues of the free market, and called
on Third World nations to embrace free enterprise. The New York Yankees won the American League pennant, downing the Oakland A's in game
three of their series, 4-0.
Five years ago: The New York Mets won the National Leagux-hampionship as they defeated the Houston Astros, 7-6, in the Astrodome, while
the Boston Red Sox won the American League pennant by beating the
California Angels, 8-1, at Fenway Park.
One year ago: Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev was named the
recipient of the Nobel Peace Prize. South Africa's Separate Amenities
Act, which barred blacks from public facilities for decades, was formally
scrapped.
Today's Birthdays: Economist John Kenneth Galbraith is 83. Authorhistorian Arthur M. Schlesinger Jr. is 74. Author Mario Puzo is 71.
Chrysler chairman Lee Iacocca is 67. Actress Linda Lavin is 54. Actressdirector Penny Marshall is 46. Musician Richard Carpenter is 45. Tennis
player Roscoe Tanner is 40. Singer Tito Jackson is 38. Britain's Duchess
of York (formerly Sarah Ferguson) is 32.
Thought for Today: "Do what you can, with what you have, where you
are." — Theodore Roosevelt, 26th president of the United States
(1858-1919).

Ten years ago
Murray High School placed second in Kentucky Theatre Association's Secondary School Drama
Festival at Horse Cave. Drama
team members are Bill Bossing,
Matt Harrington, Brian Doyle, Kellie Overbey, Kate Shepard, Mike
Childress and Kimberly Oles. Mark
Etherton is coach.
Marine Pvt. Beck A. Murphy has
completed recruit training at Marine Corps Recruit Depot, Parris
Island, S.C.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. David Glynn Williams, Sept. 28.
Leisa Ann Butler and Michael
Dalton Vaughn were married Aug.
14 at North Marshall Church of
Christ.
Judith Ann Maupin has completed her fourth volumn on
Cemetery Records of Calloway
County Cemeteries.

DEAR ABBY:I read with interest
the letter from Amanda's mother,
who was concerned for Amanda's
safety when visiting grandparents
who have an unfenced swimming
pool. She said she realized that a
fence is expensive, and asked how
she could let her in-laws know how
important a fence is to save the life of
a child.
The U.S. Consumer Product
Safety Commission is very concerned
aboutchild drownings.In 1987,more
than 300 children under the age of5
drowned in residential swimming
pools and spas. This does not even

Twenty years ago
The arrest of seven persons and
confiscation of S200,000 in heroin
in Calloway.County on Oct. 7 was
reported on Oct. 14 to be the
largest hard drug seizure in the history of Kentucky.
"Nice visit from Mrs. Frances
Latham. They just moved from
near Browns Grove to a house on
County Line Road near Highway
121. Says she moved her beauty
shop right along with her," from
column, "Seen & Heard Around
Murray" by James C. Williams.
Larry Tucker, son of Mr. and
Mrs. James Tucker of Kirksey, is a
member of Kentucky 4-H Dairy
Judging Team which won fourth in
4-H competition at World Dairy
Exposition in Madison, Wis.
William Kenny Beshear of Murray has enlisted in the United State
Army. He is now stationed at Fort
Campbell.

Thirty years ago
An open house was held yesterday and is continuing today at
Murray-Calloway County Public
Library at 1/05 North Sixth St.,
Murray.
Installed as officers of Temple
Hill Chapter 511 Order of the Eastern Star were Ruby Grogan, Rollie
Alderdice, Modene Grogan, Charlie
Lassiter, Ruth Lassiter, Beurdean
Wrather, Fay Wells, Marjorie Woodall, Bernice Walker, Mellie Hopson, Lucy Alderdice. Eura Crisp,
Aubema Perkins, Lorene Farmer,
Jean Perkins, Julia Griffin and Jack
Griffin.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur L. Baugh
are today, Oct. 15, celebrating their
50th wedding anniversary.
Elizabeth Churchill is serving as
president of First District American
Legion Auxiliary. She presided at a
meeting held at Ballard Memorial
High School, LaCenter. on Oct. 8.

count the thousands who survived utes — and more often than not the
near-drowning, some with perma- child is unable to cry out for help.
Fencing the pool is a valuable extra
nent brain damage.
I certainly agree with everything measure pool owners can take to
you said in your reply. There is no deter a child's access to the water
We offer to your readers our free
substitute for constant adult supervision. Pool owners should learn car- brochure, "Children and Pools: A
diopulmonary resuscitation‘CPRr to Safety Check]1st."Send your request
be prepared just in case. We would on a postcard to: Pool Safety
like to add our recommendation for a Checklist, U.S. Consumer Product
fence at least 4 feet high with a self- Safety Commission, Washington.
closing and self-latching gate. This D.C. 20207.
CAROL G. DAWSON,
is an important additional layer of
protection.
COMMISSIONER.
CONSUMER PRODUCT
Drownings happen quickly — a
SAFETY COMMISSION
child can drown in less than 3 min-

Daily Comics
:
YOU'VE EEEN wATC•iiNG
tOLUM90 AGAIN,i-AVEN'T
YOU:
;
Asfs

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

Forty years ago
All schools in the Callowa .r
County System were closed Oct.. 12
for the meeting of First D4strict
Education Association held at Murray State College, according to
Buron Jeffrey, superintendent.
Robert 0. Miller has been named
as campaign director for Callov.ay
County for the annual March of
Dimes.
Cpl. Emery Hook Jr. is nov stationed at Camp Breckenridge.
Jack C. Roberts, airman apprentice, USN, son Of Mr. and Mrs.
Don C. Roberts, is now attending
Aviation Structufal Mechanical
School at U.S. Naval Air Technical
Training Center, Memphis. Tenn
Mr. and Mrs. I.R.. Frost of Cincinnati, Ohio, have been the guests
of Mrs. Nettie Weatherly and Mr
and Mrs. Roy Weatherly.

DEAR ABBY: I just read the letter from "Andy's Mother" who was
disappointed in her son hecause he
wanted to do manual labor and w,rrk
with his hands instead of getting a
college education
Abby-. my husband is21i yt.ar,eli
and has been a bricklayer for neark
seven years. and he is far from stupid He not only 'lays bricks, he is
sometimes the tOreman and has to
read blueprints for large buildings
I wonder how many men Andy's
mother knows who make S.15.000
year m. ithout a college education
My husband w4irks,-to hours ,1
week, and I am .ilde to stay home
and take care of our own children.
know a lot of "professional" peoph•
who put their children in day care
—
Fiei;
fir-AT-67)7A
raise a family
I'm proud of my husband. He mav
work with his hands. but he also has
to work with his head or he o:ohldn't
know what to do with his hands If it
weren't for people like my husband.
we would all be living in tents with
no electricity or plumbing.
A MASON'S WI EF
IN HARTFORTrCONN -

-

DEAR MASON'S WIFE: The
mail was heavy on this subject. A
Waco, Texas, reader wrote in td
say that he worked with his
hands,but he also had eight years
of college. He was a dentist.

CALVIN and HOBBES

IF YO0ilarT RSV ME
A SItRY,I WORT
GO 10 BED!

Once.upon a time tnese was
a cov named Catsitn. who always

DEAR ABBY After reading
following item it the newspaper.
no longer hand-cam giftsweddin g
"Two gentlemen. hind' n,-',
tired in tuxedos. appeared .o tt,ti
cuntry Huh
[linable weddini:
asThe :_tue,:t-: on the hricie,A
-rimed the .4entlemen nad heen inand the
vited by the griti
guests on the gr.'ii Inn
hie assumed
they had been invited by the bride'-'
him i ly. The tuxedoed gentlemen took
charge 4it' all the wedding gifts by
placing thern on a table near the
cloakroom. During the evening. the
gentlemen transferred all the weddinggafts to a van,and that's the last
anyone saw of the gentlemen --- and
the !flits."
TRUE Si'( qty.
PALM BEACH. FLA

wartted ir1knqs Yvtav . One
dM tits dad got sick cc t ard
locked hirn in the- baiSement
for trle rest of .11IS
Everyone ekse hvecl hacctiv
ever arc44ef
The End•
\

/0.1

CATHY
THIS 15 HOT! CRITICAL
EMERGENCY !! HOT!
Hot! HOT! HOT!

THIS IS HOT, CATHY!
DUE IMMEDIATELY !!

711040 MUCH MORE HEAT MOST
BE THROWN ON MY DESK
' BEFORE IT WILL SPONTANEOUSLY
COMBUST AND &AN DOWN
IN THE NIGHT ??

"Voila!... Your new dream home! If you like it, I can
get a crew mixing wood fibers and saliva as early as
tomorrow."

•••••

Dr. Gott
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

Crosswords

L
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
Obt-IN I THINK'ELIZferr-Wi
STILL 3JCKS HER THUMB!
I WFt3 WONDERING

/HEN kga)10c.i< HER IN
Fri NIGHT-SHE POLLS HER
Hfifs10 AWRY
FROM HER
FACE FIS
IFSHM
WAS NG
39MET
•HING
lopti

I

Gcopmair,tioNty

alum

.dif)1

GARFIELD
PONT 4e01.1 HAVE
A 4-141' OR
SOME.THiNCi?

. . ,. ._. ,.a„
PEANUTS
IM 60ING TO TAKE THIS LEAF
TO SCHOOL FOCC5HOW AND TELL..
WHAT CO YOU THINK I
SHOULD SAY ABOUT IT 7

YOU COULD, TALK ABOUT
I-10W WE ALL FEEL SORT
OF SAC WHEN TI-4E LEAVES
BEGIN TO FALL

. DEAR DR. GOTT My • doctor recently advised me I had high cholesterol for which he prescribed niacin
and
Mevacor The first day I wok the
Previous
Answer
Puzzle
to
ACROSS
40 Command
medication I had an upset stomach
Mack
ID
42
1 PostI'm reluctant to quiz, rum about this
Character43 is
LA •W'
ASPEN
1PAS
postscript:
side effect iinee I already have an atnts
4
A B[I N E * E
'
D
'
Y
E *11A
-'
.
titude problem toward him that he is
45 Shipworms
Servants
E'E R I E R
CALITON
Well aware of
47
Sea
eagle
9 Shade tree
Attitude proble
DEAR READERm
TA
ANTA
49 Attract
12 Capuchin
50 Hold
LAST, or not. you are entitled,io information
E-GO
monkey
54 Speechify
13 Send forth
SNOWF CAK.E, ,from your doctor about the drugs he
um
57 Veneration
has prescribed Both niacin and Me14 Meadow
Ac*N A'Y
A N:
S
COI
58 Lucid
15 Metal mass
'Si
vacor may cause stomach upset Also.
60 Quarrel
EIP L'E T E'D
I 'T
,'
17 "The
o
in
some patients. niacin and Mevacr
_.. Little
61 Church
/
1312111 A S'• I R F L. ! E El can lead to liver inflammation and
bench
19 Detest
muscle damage. respectively
Eill
.
E'S A U
62 Abounds
21 Petition
Your first _Step should be to place
63 Toll
H I NET'E!Di
13131:JE L S
22 Walks
yourself on a low -fat, low-Aolesterol
waveringly
A_Il'___E_,
L I .?i& I .1..
OeW E
DOWN
'
diet by reducing or eliminating your
25 Cripples
PIN
SLAPS
G.ET
_ ._
intake of fried foods. dairy products.
29 Preposition
1 Greek letter
-, -30 Serpent
processed meats and tropical
2 Shallow
32 Instrument
vessel
eggs.lgss.
.
ctrine
67
33 Rear of ship
Iwreath
3 Catch - of
To replace the drugs you are tak35 Choreasm
11 nsane
(see)
g,
ask your doctor about substnut
ClubDoobligatior6
37 Music:
4 Fmgerless
8 Grains
Flesh
16
8 Antitoxin
mg either Metamucil. a harmless
written
gloves
s high
stool-bulking agent that binds to cho38 Sow
5 "-- the
20 Muse of
•
9 Gnoutle".
World Turns.'
lesterol. or Questran, another cholespoetro
10 Hawaiian
22 Melba
terol-binder Both these compounds
23 Propose
are safe and relatively inexpensi‘e
3
4
1
2
ro
i1
5
9
6
7
8
24 Garment
In addition, there are other prescrip
nnsea
i
d
a
l
a
g
n
e
i
A
se
26
non medicines. such as Atromui and
13
Lopid. which can be used if the proSlogan
1UU 27
1.,
gram I mentioned isn't effective
16
18
28 Shuts noisily
To a large degree. the choice of chi,31 Finished
19
lesterol-lowering therapy depends in
20
21
4364 I-1F
Frights
your family history (the presence it
39 Food
24
22 23
26 27 28
25
heart disease and excessive cholesterprogram
ol in your immediate relatives anti
41 Raise
29
31
32
the actual level of your serum chile44 Pamphlet
terol The goal promulgated by the
46 Stunted
34
35
33
37
36
medical establishment is 200-220 mil
person
/
ligrains per deciliter, levels it 220
Aftyre
icra,n
48 R
41
38
40
39
42
300 can usually be reduced by diet and
50 Headgear
Metamueil or Questran or niacin
45
43
44
46
51 Be in debt
Levels above 300 ordinarily require
52 Unused
more potent drugs (such as Mevacor
49
53 Born
48
47
and close medical supervision
55 Sock section
In any case, you need to cooperate
56 Female sheep
54
53
55 56
50 il 52
closely with your doctor If vou and
59 Early morn
IIIII•
the physician have -expeTwriaTd SIM10
57
60
59
58
friction or feel uneasy with each oth
er. try to resolve the issue. or seek
61 .
63
62
medical care from a practitioner with
whom you are more simpatico

HOW'S THAT?

UU

UU

UU

•

P‘GE
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MSU Academic Team takes
second place in Louisville
After a long day of heated competition, a single question spelled the
difference between victory and defeat
for the Murray State University
Academic Team at the Jefferson
Community College Fall Tournament
in Louisville on Saturday. Tied 42-42
as the final toss-up question was
asked, the Racers watched helplessly
as a player from Eastern Kentucky
University beat them to the buzzer on
a geography question and then correctly answered a follow-up bonus
question, sealing a 46-42 victory for
EKU.
"It was a hard-fought, exciting
contest which could have gone either
v.ay, and just happened to go their
way on the last question today," new
MSU coach Ted Brown said. Brown,
who recently took over the academic
team from founder and longtime
coach Dr. Gordon Loberger,observed
of his first final. "I hope they're not all
this close. I don't think my heart can
take it.
In nearly toppling the Colonels, the
MSU team almost avenged an earlier
66-42 defeat at the hands of EKU in
the qualifying rounds,the low point of

the day's action. The high point,
however, was a 52-29 victory over a
strong team from Pikeville College,
which managed to defeat EKU in
qualifying competition 32-30.
"I was proud of the way the team
fought back today and of the way they
handled themselves as representatives
of Murray State University," said
Brown. "Because the date of the
tournament conflicted with Homecoming, we were operating at reduced
strength, yet we gave the other
schools all they could handle. Good
things lie ahead for this team."
Players representing MSU in
Louisville were Jason Taylor, team
co-captain, Franklin; Brad Kelly,
team co-captain and Academic Team
Association President, Heath; Scott
Purcell, Leitchfield; and newcomer
Mark Galloway, Murray. Taylor
spoke for the other members of the
team in vowing, "We did our best
today, but we can do better — and we
will."
The MSU Academic Team's next
appearance will be at the Pikeville
College Tournament on Nov. 2.

Man,93, charged with strangling
nursing home roommate with cord
DETROIT (AP) — A 93-yearzow arrived in August, nursing
old man strangled his nursing home
home staff members said.
roommate in his wheelchair with
Nursing home owner Aysel
the- -cord -to -an- -electric - shaver, •Saglik said -Mesenzow is senile and
police said.
has failing kidneys, among other
\Vladimir Mesenzow was jailed
medical problems.
Monday after the nursing home
refused to readmit him while he
was out on S10.000 bail in the
slaving of Lenzie Robison.
At his arraignment. Mesenzow,
so:aking Russian through an interpreter_ denied killing Robison. 64,
at the Americare Convalescent
DALLAS (AP) — A motorist
Home on Friday.
who stole S9 worth of gasoline
Police said Robison repeatedly died in a fiery wreck while making
struck Mesenzow with the cord his getaway, police said.
after accusing the older man of takThe speeding car exploded when
ing one of his possessions. Mesen- it hit a tree Monday, police said.
zow gtabbed the cord and killed
Police said the unidentified
Robison. investigators said.
motorist had filled up at a gas sta*Mesenzow and Robison had
tion without paying, and station
clashed almost as soon as Mesen- manager Gary Adams, 35, drove
after him, honking, waving his
arms and yelling as the cars raced
through a residential area.
After the crash, the driver
struggled to pull himself out a window' of the burning car, and the staFederal-Slate 'Hubei sows Sernce October 15, 1991
kenthck? Purchase Ares Hog Market Report Includes 4
tion manager came to his rescue as
Buytrig Stallors Receipts: Act 525,EsL 400 Barrows& Gilts
well.
mostly 1.50 lower, Sows aeady to 1341 lower.
$42.00-42-54
US 1-2 230-250 lbe
"He tried to pull him out. It got
519.00-41.50
1 S 1-2 210.234 lbs
too hot. He gave up," said Cpl.
s 2-3 230-240 bs
541.50-42.00
s 3-4 260270 lb.
54050-4130
John McLain.
Sows

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET GEO, INC
1991 Chevy Lumina
White, 14,900

$21122*mo.
60 mos. @ 11.99% APR

641 South
Murray Mayor Bill Chem signs a joint proclamation designating
Oct. 13 to 19 Higher Education Week in Murray and Calloway County. Waiting to sign is Calloway County Judge-Executive George
Weaks (left) as Dr. Ronald J. Kurth, president of Murray State University, observes the signing ceremony. The theme for the 11th annual
National Higher Education Week sponsored by the Council for
Advancement and Support of Education (CASE) is "Share in a Community Endeavor."

Weaks, Cherry sign proclamation
A joint proclamation designating
It notes that "colleges and universiOct. 13-19 as Higher Education Week
ties produce the mind power necesin Murray and Calloway County has
sary to revitalize the nation and to
been signed by Murray Mayor Bill
keep America competitive internaCherry and Calloway County Judgetionally through an educated workExecutive George H. Weaks.
force."
About 1,000 colleges and universiTwenty-six percent of the labor
ties in the United States and Canada
force is comprised of college graduates, the proclamation states. It deare participating in the 11th annual
national observance sponsored by the
scribes a college education as "a good
Council for Advancement and Supinvestment that leads to better job
port of Education (CASE).
opportunities and higher salaries and
In keeping with the theme, "Share
lessens the chance of becoming unin a Community Endeavor," the proemployed."
clamation reads that "institutions of
Mayor Cherry and Judie Weaks
higher learning and their surrounding - Call upon the citizens of the comcommunities benefit from mutual remunity to recognize "the vital role
lationships and interdependence."
higher education plays in our community and urge all citizens and
institutions of higher learning to
'Share in a Community Endeavor.CASE, the largest education association in the country with 2,900
member institutions, initiated National Higher Education Week in
"He died a very painful death 1981 and
each year focuses on activifor S9 of gas." said Vince Sullities
to
underscore
higher education's
van, a witness who tried to douse
contributions
to
society.
the flames with a fire extinguisher.
Professors, students, alumni, parents, legislators and business leaders
are being encouraged by CASE to
1
become involved in the observance.
If
everyone
recycled
this much
of their daily paper,
we'd save
9,000
trees a year.

Man steals gas, burns to death
in crash making getaway attempt

HOG MARKET

IS 1-2 274-350 bs
s 1.3 300-400 bs
l-" 1 400.525 be
s 1-3 525 and up
S 2-3 300.504 Res
Boars 524.50-29.50

11 00-32.00
S32.00-33.00
512.50-33.50
VS 04-37 00
51A00-3190

LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC.
Visa-NC-Discover

Open: Mon-Fri 7-5 Sat. 8-12

31/2'X15"

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
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Single Lever

Kraft Face Fiberglass
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Wax Bowl
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Duplex Outlet
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rhoViet
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GRAND
OPENING
to be
announced
for the

AREA'S
NEWEST
FEED MILL
Watch for future
announcements.

HARBIN GRAIN
Hardin, Ky.
437-4102

For the first time ever, you can purchase the same premium
bedding used in all 1,891 rooms at the world-famous
Opryland Hotels".

Chg

[Jose Jones Ind. A
DJIA Previous Close .......3019.45
Air Products
1/4
69sIs
A.T.C. Class A
491/411 493/4A
A T & T.................... 377/s +
Bank of Murray*
Bell South
47'/I • 3/s
Briggs & Stratton
381/4 • 1/4
Chrysler
113
/
4 unc
Dean Foods
29 unc
Exxon
6034 - 1/s
Fisher Price
271/s unc
Ford Motor
291/1 - 1/4
General Electric
683/1 +3/4
General Motors
381/s lls
Goodrich
43 - 3/s
Goodyear
43'4 unc
I B !X1
1011/s • 1/s
Ingersoll Rand
48 • 3/s
K - Mart
41 unc
Ky.. Utilities
25 unc
Kroger
163/. + 'Is
L G & F
451/4 unc
McDonalcis
35112
J.C. Penney
493/4 - 1/4
Peoples First'•
2311 24A
Quaker Oats
5834 • Vs
Schering-Plough
583/1 + 1/4
Sears
363/. + 1/1
Texaco
661/s + 1/4
Time arner ................837/. + 1/4
1ST
50 + 3/4
Wal-Mart
477/s + 1/s

753-2617

JAMISON PRESIDENTIAL SUITE BEDDING...
THE OVERNIGHT VACATION!

500 S. 4th St. 753-6450

Pnces as ot 9 AM
Price

ENvIRONMENTALrpj
DEFENSE FUND

.45
MYERS"OgA

Stock Market
Report

TG9
L—
Parts

Dewed And Crafted exclusieeie for

OPRYLAND HOTEL

'Jamison'
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